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PRE-WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
SLOVAKIA 2009
Allan Barnes

CONTINUED FROM DECEMBER 2009 SOARING AUSTRALIA

DAY 3
Operations were now back to normal,
with the crew on deck. After some complaints about the shortened task from day
two devaluing the scores, the organisers
had set a racing task of 312km, taking in
a mixture of mountains to the north and
flatlands to the south. The day turned out
to be quite a mixture, with good racing
conditions early, a period of overdevelopment in the middle of the task, and a fast
run home.
Our pair flying was really starting
to gel well now, and I estimate that as
a result we were getting at least half a
knot better climbs over the whole course
than if we had been flying alone. That
might not sound like much, but added
up on a three-knot day with a three-hour
task, it saves you more than 10 minutes!
That is typically about 50 points, which
is a massive advantage if achieved consistently throughout a compo
Mike and I started mid-field, and were
out in front by halfway down the second
leg. After that we saw no-one else for
some time, until just before the final turn,
at Nitra, where some others joined us.
Fortunately though, these were a mixture
of early starters and local pilots from the
airfield at Nitra. On the way home we
had a good run under some solid streeting and left the others behind . We were
delighted to see only one aircraft on the
field when we got home: a great feeling!
Sure enough, we'd pulled off a first and
second for the day, and moved into first
and second overall as well. Brendan was
12th, and Tobi had had a tough day,
finishing fifth in Standard Class.

DAY 4
Some pilots are in their element when
leading a competition; some feel uncomfortable having to defend a lead. For me,
I had had a big psychological problem
w ith being in front - what I would call an
"I can still mess it up from here" mentality. But after attending a training course
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with George Lee the previous year, one
key nugget of advice had solved this for
me. His advice, "Just fly like you've always
flown", was succinct yet compelling . And
yet another advantage of pair flying you have a partner who is always available, on the ground or in the air, to act
as a sounding board and to temper any
negative emotion.
Today was another racing task 319km up into the Tatras Mountains
- further than we had flown on the
practice days. We started early, a little
too early as it later transpired . The run
up into the mountains was good: we
had had clouds all the way, but coming
up to the far turnpoint the sky was very
different - totally blue. After leaving
the clouds, the thermals were weak and
low. It seemed like a different airmass.
As we reached the turnpoint we had a
choice - to continue on course, in the
blue, over low hills, lakes, and green
valleys, or to deviate massively back to
the mountains where the development
was still excellent.
There was no-one out in front of us
to indicate whether the blue was working
- and it seemed like a significant risk of
outlanding - so we decided on the detour
back under the clouds. As we detoured
back, the rest of the fleet began heading
out into the blue high above us. But
we were firmly committed. Sadly for
us, as we worked our way back along
the mountains the previously blue area,
now far off to our right, blossomed into
cumulus. The later starters had no trouble
deciding which route to take .
We had been blitzed . But in hindsight,
I don't believe we made a significant
error under the circumstances and with
the evidence available . Our mistake was
really just one of starting too early. In the
end we were 13th and 16th on the day,
falling back to fifth and seventh overall.
Brendan had also had a shocker. On the
other hand, Tobi had a brilliant day,
blitzing the field, beating number two by

Allan Barnes pictured at the Australian Club and
Sports Class Nationals held at lake Keepit where
he took out third place in Club Class

over 200 points, and climbing to w ithin
50 points of first place overall.

DAY 5
It's common practice these days for teams
to keep a web presence, and this comp
was no exception. TeamDingo.blogspot.
com was keeping friends and family back
home up-to-date with our adventures.
The whole team - including captain and
crew - was contributing. But this works
both ways; and it was great motivation
to have positive feedback from other
pilots who were following the event.
Thanks to you all!
Today we were being sent abroad.
The 305km task took us far north, into
Poland . Our game plan had not changed
- as usual, we were planning to pair fly
in our normal, tight style - separated
by no more than 500m at the absolute
maximum . However good this sounds in
theory, it is extremely hard to achieve in
practice, and we still have a lot to learn
about making it work effectively.
On the first leg, that separation
had somehow pushed up to about one
kilometre . I called a climb, but by the
time Mike got to me I was substantially
higher and his climb was weaker. At times
like this, a pair must be able to make
a transition to 'elastic' style, where the
pilots can be separated horizontally but
the pilot in front is able to pass back
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sufficient information about the air to
allow the other to catch up. So I pushed
on ahead, and we quite successfully
started closing the gap. However, the
weather had other plans. A huge deck of
thick cirrus was pushing in from the west,
forcing us to change down a gear or two.
Mike, being a little lower and further
behind, was forced to take some weaker
climbs and the separation grew again .
This was not the place or the time
to be taking flying risks; we were now
over southern Poland where the landing
options were extremely challenging .
The whole area was one of picturesque,
but quite densely populated valleys,
with fields that were better described as
'gardens' . There was not a single field I
saw in over 50km large enough to land
a glider in the traditional sense. Yes, you
could land, but only by running through
at least two or three of these fields,
and hoping that the boundaries did not
include banks or ditches. At least there
were no fences to worry about - the
Europeans do not tend to allow livestock
outdoors, and therefore see no need for
fences - as their only purpose would be
to prevent the crops from escaping!
Mike and I both got home, si xth and
16th, but it was a very mixed day for
Team Dingo. Brendan struggled home
23rd, but for Tobi it was a distaster significantly faster than anyone else,
he had narrowly missed the start line
through a misunderstanding, and lost
1000 points as a result. His perspective
on this disaster was very healthy though :

"Well. it's only the pre-worlds, I won't do
it next year!"
Overall, Mike and I were lying eighth
and fourth respectively. With six days still
to fly, we were only 300 and 200 points
behind the lead. We both still felt that
this was quite an achievable margin to
make up.

DAYS 6 , 7 , 8 , AND 9
Well, the best laid plans ... etc, etc.
Australia may have irritatingly persistent
fl ies, but Europe's equivalent is the Warm
Front. It sat and drizzled on us for four
days: two of those days we gridded
and waited for a possible gap. Every
15 minutes, the first launch would be
delayed by another 15 minutes. We were
on the front of the grid both days, so had
to be ready to launch as soon as the word
was given. One day I spent over three
hours strapped in the glider, ready to
launch . Each 15-minute delay was just
not quite enough time to get out, stretch
2
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the legs, get in again and prepare for
launch. Being unready would mean a trip
to the back of the grid which, with such
a small potential flying window, could
well be disastrous.
On the days that were so bad that
we didn't grid, at least we got the chance
to visit Prievidza 's famous Bojnice castle .
Reconstructed in the classic Rena issance
style, it is well worth a visit, even in the
rain . We also got a guided tour of the
impressive Dynamic factory, which produces two complete aircraft each week,
as well as being a fully fledged glider
repair facility. They can even repair
camper bumpers!
Every day that passed though, we
were becoming aware that the task of
catching up the leaders was becoming
more and more onerous.

DAY 10
The day dawned looking unpromising,
with rain still in the hills and low overcast.
But we were briefed that the weather
would continue to improve throughout
the day, and that we would be flying .
A 2:00:00 AAT was set. Yet again Mike and
I were at the front of the grid, because of
the rule that the grid order only changes
after a valid competition task.
We still had 200 and 300 points to
make up: but only two days to do it in .
Our plan was to start late - about 3:30
- to take advantage of the improving
conditions. This would entail a long
airborne wait - about two-and-a-half
hours, pre-start, which we were prepared
for - and would separate us from the
main competition, which was necessary
if we were to have a chance of a
significantly better score.
After launch, we headed off to the
west, to get out of the competition
frenzy and have some relaxing flying . It
was during this time that we saw one of
most unusual aerobatic displays that I've
had the pleasure to witness. It began with
one of the many small eagles, or hawks,
joining us in a thermal as they often do.
As we got close to cloudbase, the bird
began putting on an aerobatic display.
At first the manoeuvres were relatively
tame - deep swooping dives with graceful
pull-ups, wings tightly folded - then a
beautiful chandelle, seeming to almost
stall on the lower wingtip. And then, to
cap it off, a full loop, the likes of which
any aerobatic pilot would be proud. I
could th ink of no other explanation other
than that this bird was out there having
fun and showing off. We would have

stayed for longer, but it was time to head
back towards the start area.
Ou r plan fo r a late start was still on
track, but we were beginning to become
aware of some significant spread-out.
Brendan radioed that the entire start
valley was in shade, and we could see
that this was the case . We headed back
there anyway, and found only very weak
climbs, taking us nowhere near base.
We were at another critical decisionpoint: to make a sub-optimal start, in
wea k conditions, with a long glide out
to sunshine, or to wait even longer, in
the hope that the day would recycle, and
give us another chance at the stronger
conditions that we needed to catch the
leaders. The early starters were already
passing back through the start area, on
their way to the second turnpoint, and
this reinforced a feeling that we might be
leaving our start too late.
In the end, we made a start, but an
uncommitted one. We agreed that if w e
got a good climb just after starting, it
would make sense to use it to come back
to the line and re-start higher. But was
that plan A or plan B? In our confusion
we were separated, with M ike heading
back towards the airfield to find another
climb, and me holding on to a very weak
climb five kilometres out on track . Mike
didn 't make it; nothing worked, and in
spite of taking a re-Iaunch he couldn 't
stay airborne under the overcast. I got
just enough to drift me in over the start
line and start 1000ft below base at 3:28 almost exactly our original planned start
time. Ten minutes after I started, the first
finishers began crossing the line and Mike
lost any chance for another launch.
I had lost my wing man and my
buddy. Flying alone felt strange and
somehow wrong . The day did redevelop,
and was still improving when I crossed the
finish line at 5:30. At 5:20 I had had to
leave my best thermal for the day, a 5.8kt
average, having made final glide. It had
been a day of extremes for Team Dingo,
my winning result being sourly tainted by
Mike 's disaster. In a close-knit team, such
disparity in results can be even harder to
deal with . We were both flying fo r our
common good, but the results could not
have been further from this ideal. It just
shows what a knife-edge our decisionmaking can rest upon - and not only that;
but how important it is in team fly ing to
not only communicate the raw statistics
of climb rate and glide speed, but also
each pilot's gut-feel ings, intentions, and
expectations. This we had failed to do.
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DAY 11
The final day. Everything we have worked
towards for the last 12 months rests upon
wh at happens out there in the next few
short hours. The scoreboard shows that
I now trail the leader - Mario Schupfer by only 50 points. Mike is now out of the
runn ing, but agrees to support my effort
by continuing our normal style of pair
flying . I have another advantage - Mario's
w ing man, Christian Lang - has had to
leave the competition for personal reasons.
Mario will be on his own . Tobi also had
another day win in Standard Class; but
with his 1000-point start penalty from earlier, he is out of contention for first place.
In our morning team huddle, Tobi
points out that Mario will be looking for
us pre-sta rt ; all he has to do is fly with
us in order to secure his own victory. We
agree that straight after launch, Mike
and I w ill do our best to disappear. Meanwhile, Brendan will seek out Mario, and
let us know by radio what his movements
are . Th is works like a dream. Straight
after releasing from tow, Mike and I take
one climb, then head way out of the
start area to the west. There are no other
gl iders in sight and conditions are good.
We hide behind clouds, and try to stay at
cloud base to avoid being seen . Mario is
looking for us, but Brendan is on his tail.
Every time we hear that Mario is getting
warmer, we break off sideways before he
can spot us. Eventually, Mario gives up
and makes a start. Brendan starts with
him and keeps us informed.
When Mario heads back for a restart,
we hear about it and stay hidden. Then
we head for the line and make a perfect
start 20 minutes later. If we can catch
Mario, I know the 20-minutes time
difference will be enough . All we will
need to do is stay with him. The hunter
becomes the hunted.
As we make our start, Sebastian
Kawa starts too in his beautiful ASW22B .
Sebastian helps tow us along for a
few thermals before we lose him. Just
before the first area, Mike and I become
separated again by differing climb rates
in the same thermal. This time we can 't
use our normal techn ique, wh ich is to
immed iately leave and find something
better; terrain is in the way for Mike.
He urges me to push on, so I head off
alone in search of Mario. But I must find
him before he turns the first area, or I
won't know where he turned and how
far I have to go. I can't do it: there are
too many gliders for me to identify at a
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distance which might be Mario. I decide
to fly my own flight from now on .
I try to feed back useful information

lake Keepit
Tamworth NSW

to Mike, but I am distracted by the task
in front of me. At one point, Mike comes
in to the same thermal as me, hundreds
of feet below, but neither of us realises
the other is there . We have already
assumed that our paths will not cross
again this flight.
After a slow spot that has held me
up for 10 minutes, finally I get onto a
marginal final glide and push the stick
forward impatiently. There are hills
between me and the airfield but I should
be high enough . I am not. The hills slowly
rise up the canopy and I am on the leeside. I search desperately for escape and
find three knots which hefts me back out
of the gully. I am home. But I am not that
fast. Team captain Charlie comes up to me
and tells me it is a 100km/h day; I know I
was only 92.
I am not that fast - I am fourth today
- but it has been enough . Mario has had
a bad day, and finishes 15th. Tobi arrives
back, very fast; another day win for him.
Mike has also had the battle with terrain
but did not find his saving thermal. The

The Best in Cross Country
7 day a week operation.
Basic & advanced training.
Intensive or relaxed .. . learn at your own pace.
Cross country courses.
Conversion courses for HG and PG pilots.
Winch & Aerotow.
Air-conditioned accommodation, bunkhouse
or camping.
Fly all year round . ..
300 kms in July!

trailer departs; joy and disappointment
combine yet again .

C LOS I NG
It's been a rollercoaster of emotion this
competition . At the end, for me, the
result was only half of what we set out
to achieve . Our target, although it
seemed ambitious at the time, was to
come first and second as a pair, with the
order not important. We came, I believe,
much closer to that target than the scores
would suggest. Mike and I both won this
competition, because alone, neither of us
would have. I am more convinced than
ever that pair flying is an advantage, and
that no pilot should ignore this when
travelling to an international comp o
Tobi also had a great competition .
If it hadn 't have been for his start line
indiscretion, he would have had a
scorching win . As it was, he still clawed
his way back up to third place.
There were many unsung heroes in
this comp oBrendan, for example, who
was a terrific help throughout, and
sacrificed his own plans on the last day to
chase Mario around the sky. And Charlie,
our tireless captain, who was the oil -onthe-rusty hinges of our team; the crew of
Keith and Graham, who took on untold
hardships with good grace, especially

on that first night; and Helen, who
made such a difference towards helping
us understand each other, and to the
attitude that we took with us. Fina lly, our
local club, Darling Downs Soaring Club,
who not only ran a fantastic fundrais ing
programme, but also supported us 100%
from start to end .
Next year we will be going back to
Prievidza to do it all again; it will be a
lot harder; but hopefully, we have also
learned a lot from this trip . I can't wait.
Bring it on!

RESULTS
CLUB CLASS

All an Barnes

Australi a

2

Ferenc Bereczky

Hungary

3

Mario Schupfer

Austria

STANDARD CLASS

1

Juha Sorri

Finland

2

Jiri Ku sbach

Czech

3

Tobi as Geiger

Australia
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Eagle Attacks Paragliding Tandem
Anthony Sandeberg <photosinflight@yahoo.com>

THE THIRD BEER WAS COLD , A MIDDY. 'TROIS EUROS , MERCI ," SAID THE BARMAID , AS I FUMBLED FOR
CHANGE TRYING TO IDENTIFY THE STRANGE CURRENCY I HADNT YET BECOME ACCUSTOMED TO. AT
THAT PRICE IT LASTED A TAD LONGER IN THE HEAT OF THE AFTERNOON SUN THAN THE PRIOR TWO .

he pilots' bar was well positioned at
the landing of Talloires in Annecy, France.
An absolute paragliding mecca, by the
colours in the sky and the sounds of the
accents making themselves heard as we
sat mesmerised, absorbing the surroundings of this paradise for punters. Who had
heard of a pub in a landing field where
all the patrons were pilots?
A squadron of comp wings littered
the blue background, crossing the lake
on their final turnpoint in the French
Coup Du Monde, as we sat downing
beers under the Kronenburg sponsored
umbrellas ... wishing we were up there!
You couldn't ask for better: 28°C,
light cycles and such warm camaraderie
from complete strangers sharing the
same passion.
I'd longed to be here for what
had seemed an eternity. Now I felt so
comfortable; I belonged in this ideal
part of the world. The carpark full with
flying vehicles, Navett vans bursting with
tandems, eager pilots and naive students
who'd journeyed the 20-minute ride to
the launch for the going rate of 10 Euros.
The glider repair shop, deep with nervous
pilots, fearful of not being able to fly on

~

such an epic day, if their line replacement
or stitching should take more than a precious hour. A solo chopper put down
adjacent to the carpark as glider after
glider landed without incident or air rage .
"Boujour, tres bon, uh!", and the like
was heard from the locals as the landing
filled with the rabble of international airaddicted aviators.
One of the drinkers took a sip of his
beer, then paused and looked up exclaiming: "Merde! Regard!" As we looked up
a huge eagle was diving at the glider and
the pilot of the tandem, time and time
again . A crowd gathered with exclamations in every language, mostly, "F***!
Have a look at the eagle ... there he goes
again. I've never seen one that aggressive,
he's attacking the passenger, look at that!"
As the escaping tandem pilot set up
for his final glide, the eagle approached
and landed perfectly, as eagles do - on
the leathered sleeve covering the passengers arm, and stood proud, devouring his
small reward of meat. The eager beerdrinking voyeurs erupted in applause
as pilots approached the beautiful bird
Sherkan and its owner.

Jacques-Olivier

JACQ!,J ES - OLlVI ER
Thirty-nine years old, Jacques-Olivier,
owner and creator of the Parc Les Aigles
du Leman in Haute-Savoie, has been a
professional falconer for 12 years. He was
the youngest person in France to hold
a capacity certificate to present birds of
prey in public, at the age of 22.
Today, he owns about 120 birds of
prey in this park. In his favour, a few
firsts: drop of eagles from a fixed air
balloon, 'a ir star' in 1998 and 1st show
of equestrial falconry in a park in 1999.
Training of the Geneva icehockey club's
mascot (the latter has brought the puck
to the referee, in a closed ice rink with
6000 persons. World launch of the new
Omega watch in 2003 (an eagle had to

4
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bring the watch to Cindy Crawford. First
show presenting a Andian Condor on a
horse in 2005 in Caen, for the 'Chevaux
d'Or' show. Eagle flying from a glacier
following a free rider for 'La Nuit de
la Glisse' in 2005 . Long distance flight
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America Price Cup, Cultural Festival in
Qatar, UEFA Gala, Christmas party at the
Elysees Palace, FIFA tournament ... This
new challenge is the most exciting one
yet, because for the first time falconer
and eagle have shared the same feelings,
and it enabled to attract the public's
attention on the disappearance of certain
sea eagles.

Recently Jacques tandem d-bagged
from a helicopter at 4000m with his eagle
and flew across the English Channel a distance of 38km .
Check out the DVD at [www.lesaigles
duleman.fr/v2/en/wings-of-freedom.htmIJ .

HGFA Membership Fees
and Member Recovery

ensure all HGFA members have paid the
same fees since 1 September 2009.
A renewing membership credit is the
only manageable way of adjusting for
the retrospective refund as a credit is
universally applied to all renewals in
a fixed period .

The HGFA Committee

R ECOY E R LA P SED
MEMBERS PROJECT
MEMBERSHIP AND FEES
HGFA membership decreased from 2732
in September 2007 to 2250 in September
2009 - a decrease of 482 members.
The fee increase on 1 September 2008
contributed to the membership loss.
To some members cost is not an issue,
but for many it is and fees need to be kept
as low as possible to retain members for
the long term and attract new members.
The previous Board's HGFA Full Membership fee of $350/$390 introduced on 1 September 2008 was a flat fee across Australia.
Due to the variation in State/Region
levies, this system caused an inequity
whereby all members paid the same, but
did not receive the same value in return . A
member in Queensland had $22 returned
their to their state in support of their
regional activities and paid $328 to the
HGFA, while a member in Tasmania had
$62 returned and paid $288 to the HGFA.
To redress the inequity and to reempower our State and Regional
Associations in assisting with managing
regional operations we have decided that
the annual HGFA membership fee will
again comprise a base HGFA fee plus a
State levy.
Though far more equitable than
SARSIG3, this model will be need to be
adjusted in the future to ensure the needs
of special interest groups are met.
The HGFA fee from 1 February 2010
will be the HGFA fee as of 1 July 2008
($261) adjusted for inflation to $270.

This will be added to a State levy
bringing the full membership fee to that
shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Full Membership Fees
from 1 February 2010
State/
Region

HGFA
Fee

State
Levy

HGFA Full
Membership Fee

NSW
VIC
SE OLD
Nth OLD
WA
SA/NT
ACT
TAS
0 /5

$270
$270
$270
$270
$270
$270
$270
$270
$300

$38.50
$44.00
$22.00
$22 .00
$27.50
$55.00
$55.00
$62.00
$00.00

$308.50
$314.00
$292 .00
$292 .00
$297.50
$325.00
$325 .00
$332.00
$300.00

Members whose renewal is prior to
1 February 2010 and members who join
prior to 1 February 2010 must pay the
$350/$390 fee.
With the previous fee change on
1 September 2008, all members who
renew between 1 September 2009 and
31 January 2010 will have paid the $350/
$390 fee twice.
This will be redressed by a credit on
their next renewal equal to $350 minus
($270 plus State levy) as per Table 2.

We recognised before the SGM which
replaced the HGFA Executive that there
were a significant number of members
who chose not to renew their membership because of the high fees, centralisation and the culture change of HGFA
management.
To encourage these members to
rejoin we made a commitment to the
membership to offer all members who
did not renew membership between
1 January 2006 and 30 June 2009 a discounted $100 full membership covering
the balance of this financial year.
In the near future we will attempt
to contact these ex-members and invite
them to rejoin the HGFA. They will be
required to have a skills check before
their Pilot Certificate is reinstated.
We set the cut-off date of 30 June
2009 to exclude those who may have
sought a financial advantage by not
renewing at $350/$390, but calculated
they would renew for $100 (if the five
SGM motions were passed and we stood

As each member renews their membership between 1 September 2010 and 31
January 2011 the credit will be applied,
thus ensuring all renewing members will
have effectively only paid the $350/$390
flat fee once .
This credit will also be applied to
members who joined the HGFA between
1 September 2009 and 31 January 2010 to

by the commitment we made prior to the
SGM). Memberships whose renewal was
due after 30 June 2009 will have to renew
at $350/$390. They will be eligible for a
membership renewal credit in 2010/2011
when renewing between 1 September
2010 and 31 January 2011 .
We hope to see many experienced
(and not so experienced) pilots rejoining
our ranks.

Table 2: Credit if Membership renewal is due between 11912010 - 31/112011
State/Region
Credit

January 2010

NSW

$41.50

VIC SE QLD Nth QLD

$36.00

$58.00

$58.00

WA

SAINT

ACT

TAS

O/S

$52.50

$25.00

$25.00

$18.00

$50.00

Soaring Australia
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Walter Holzmuller

WE ARE BACK IN AUSTRIA - AND 11 BOLD IBISES AT THElR
WINTERRESIDENCE IN LAGUNA 01 ORBETHLO . 20 HYING STAGES
AND NEARLY 1200KM IN TH E AIRARE DONE.

I

n the middle of August the si xth
mig ration of the Bold Ibis (Ibis
eremita) started . This year 11 Bold
Ibises from the freeflight-colonies

GrOnau and Scharnstein have been
handraised. After the familiarisation with
the microlight and some training flights,
they have been taught the migratory
route to the south by means of a paratrike, piloted by Walter HolzmOlier.
It was a great success: All 11 birds
that took off with Walter in Burghausen,
located in southern Bavaria, landed safely
in the Tuscany, Italy.
The journey was sometimes a rollercoaster - but mostly the Bold Ibises took
their foster parent Markus, who sat in the
Fresh Breeze XCitor with Walter, in the
middle of their formation! "To check wind
and weather conditions and to have the

birds a/ways in sight was a big challenge!"
As last year, the migratory route
from Burghausen to the Italian winter
6
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A magnificent feeling: flying the XCitor
and birds so dose!

January 2010

~
J\DVANCE
<I""'"'i>
I\DVI\NCE

ALPHA 4 - LTF 1 : Simply the best entry level glider
$3800.00

available . Read Test Report in SA Mag ........... ....... .....

<I""'"'i>

ALPHA 4 HIKE - LTF 1-2: Light weight version
$4400.00
<I""'"'i>
I\DVI\NCE EPSILON 6 - LTF 1-2 : Perfect all round recreationa l
glider. Also has DULV certification for PPG use ............. $4400 .00

I\DVI\NCE

especially designed for hiking. and traveling ........ .......

After landing in Konjice. Slovenia

<I""'"'i>
I\DVI\NCE

residence led us along the Alps to Ried. V6ltendorf. Pinkafeld
and through Slovenia . In Gorizia w e crossed into Italy, passed
Venice, flew over the Apeninnes to reach the WWF location,
Oasi Laguna di Orbetello, in Tuscany.
Everywhere we landed, we were cord ially received .
Thank you!
The enormous 60m2 flat area of the Nova Bigmax allows us
to fly at the speed of th e Ibises - about 45km/h. Despite of the
big surface of the wing and th e smooth fl ight characteristics,
the handling of the Bigmax is su rprisingly good! It takes only
few revolutions per minute to fly with the birds, so Walter flies
in 'whisper-mode'.
The reliability of th e XCitor was as usual a true del ight!
About 50 hours into the flight and not even a sparkplug had
to be replaced!

SIGMA 7 -

LTF 2: The 7th in the long series of this now

legendary Sports Intermediate .................... ...... .... ..... . $4900.00

<I""'"'i>
I\D~CE ~MEGA 8 - LTF 2-3 : coming soon © ..... $5400.00
I\DVI\NCE

BIBETA 4 (38/42) -

LTF 1-2 : The professional pilots

choice. perfect launching. light handing. reliable ... ..... $5400 .00
Since 1988 Advance has produced the highest quality Paragliders on the
market so you can fly First Class every time. Oeveloped by a team of
champions and the worlds most qualified designer for gjj levels of pilot.
Rec ent results : World Champion 2009, World Cup Winner 2007 and 2008
and Red Bull
Winner 2009 !I! www.advance.ch

<I""'"'i>

PROGRESS 3 v3 of this classic harness. unique
diagonal active bracing. easy to get in/out of hang. comfortable.

I\DVI\NCE

safer in turbulence than open harness's. 3 sizes ..............

<I""'"'i>
I\DVI\NCE

$990.00

SUCCESS 2+ New 2009 design. DHV back-

protection. fully featured. 3 sizes .. ............ ... ....... ..... .. .....$990.00

<I""'"'i>

IMPRESS 2+ There are lots of reasons why this is by
far the most sold comp harness in the world. 3 sizes ..... $1250.00

I\D VI\ NCE

COCKPIT - Carry Loads of storage and pockets. clear zipper
fl ip lid for instruments. Advance quality ..... .... .. ... ........ .... .. $99.00

COCKPIT - Guard Fron t cockpit style reserve mount with
clear zipper instrument lid as for "Carry" ....................... $110.00
SPEED BAR With cable hoop. lines and clips .............. .... $77.00
WIND SOCK 1.2m and durable (2m also available) .. ... $33.00
In stock always - Stubai carabiners, maillons, clips etc .

RIS3 New 3rd generation design with inner bag drogue chute for
faster opening. Available in 3 sizes (all up weigh ts) - Nano (special
light weigh t construction for Hike style equipment - just 1.6kgs !) 70100kgs. RIS L 80-120kgs, RIS XL I OO-140kg .. ...

from $770 - $840

~'" Manilla Paragliding
Sates - Service - Expert Advice - Tuition

Ph : 02 67 85 65 45
email: skygodfrey@aol.com

Detailed information to the project can be found
at [www.waldrapp .euj.
January 2010

-

VISA

www.flymanilla.com

iii

A H pOoes Include expre ss postage

Ph, F8J/. and email orders accepted
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Effect of Bank Angle on Stall Speed
Derek Ruddock

IN TH E PREVIOUS ARTI C LE (SOARlNG AUSTRALIA, DECEMBER 2009 ) WE LOOKED AT TH E EFFECT OF
WEIGHT ON THE STALL SPEED OF A GLIDER. IN THIS ARTICLE WE WILL CONSIDER WHAT THE EFFECT
OF BANKANGLE HAS ON THE STALL SPEED , AND OTHER IMPORTANT SPEEDS OF THE GLIDER.

or a glider in straight and level flight we

F

can regard the lift being generated by

from the diagram,

the wings as practically equal to weight.

as the bank angle

Load factor is defined as the lift being

increases, the load

generated by the wings divided by the

factor increases.

weight of the glider, and therefore the
erroneously referred to as the 'g ' force .

me) to be equal to

a glider:

•

•

)

2.50

the reciprocal of the
0

cosine of the bank

When flying at high speeds, if the
stick is pulled back, eg to zoom climb
into a thermal, the angle of attack
of the wing increases, and thus the
coefficient of lift. As previously shown
by the equation L = '/2 P V' S C, if the
coefficient of lift increases, the lift
generated by the wing increases. As
the sailplane weighs the same the
result it that, for a short time, the sailplane climbs. As the lift generated is
greater than the weight of the sailplane, the load factor increases too.
The final, more common, scenario
is that of turning. When a glider
is banked, the lift generated by
the wings is no longer vertical. The
weight of the glider still acts vertically
however, and so, to avoid a spiral
dive, more lift must be generated by
the wings to compensate, increasing
the load factor.

23

0

angle (Figure 2) .

When the glider is hit by a strong
gust. If the gust has an upward
component, the effect on the wing
loading is even more pronounced

---

The load factor
can be shown (not by

When is the load factor other than 1?

/

7. 50

5.00

load factor is 1. Load fa ctor is sometimes

There are three common scenarios for

10.00

As can be seen

Note that the

45

/
68

90

Figure 2: load factor at varying angles of bank

load factor increases
exponentially and accelerates rapidly after 45 degrees of bank, and reaches 2 at 60
degrees of bank:
Degrees of bank

0

Load factor (g) N

1.00

20

30

1.06

1.15

40
1.31

45

50

1.41

1.56

60
2.00

70
2.92

80
5.76

85
11 .47

Figure 3: load factor at varying angles of bank

What is the effect of the load factor on the stall speed of a glider?
As in the previous article, it is possible to calculate the increase in stall speed; for
brevity this can be described by the equation

=

Vsa Vs v'N
Where Vsa is the accelerated stall speed (ie, the stall speed for the increased load
factor), Vs is the unaccelerated stall speed and N is the load factor
Assum ing a stall speed of 38kt, such as the DG1000 flown dual, the table in Figure 3
can be amended to show the stall speed at each bank angle:
Degrees of bank

0

Load factor(g) N

1.00

1.06

1.15

1.31

1.41

1.56

2.00

2.92

5.76

Square root of N

1.00

1.03

1.07

1.14

1.19

1.25

1.41

1.71

2.40

Stall Speed (kt)

38

20

39

30

41

40

43

45

45

50

47

60

54

70

65

80

91

85
11 .47
3.39
129

Figure 4: Stall speed at varying angles of bank

What else can this be used for? An example is to calculate the optimum speed to
thermal at various angles of bank. Note : As the wing loading is increased, the induced
drag also increases. This has been ignored for the purpose of this exercise .
Degrees of bank

0

Load factor(g) N

1.00

Square root of N

1.00

20

30

1.06

1.15

1.03

1.07

40
1.31
1.14

45

50

1.41

1.56

1.19

1.25

60
2.00
1.41

70
2.92
1.71

80

85

5.76

11.47

2.40

3.3 9

Stall Speed (kt)

38

39

41

43

45

47

54

65

91

129

Min sink speed

49

51

53

56

58

61

69

84

118

166

Figure 5: Minimum sink speeds at varying angles of bank

~::L ~J /

I

0 degrees

; :degrees

The lesson that can be learned from this exercise is that although it
can be flown very slowly in thermals, the DG1000 at a bank angle of 45
degrees should be flown at almost 60kts to obtain the optimum climb rate .
Thermalling steeply at 45kts is not only inefficient, it is very close to the stall .
Finally, can the effect of weight and the effect of wing loading be
combined? Yes it can .

Weight

Figure 1: Additional lift required at varying angles of bank
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If we take the speeds in Figure 5 and recalculate for a wind loading of 42 .8kg/m' ,
ie, maximum take-off weight, the following speeds result:

:R---.

Degrees of bank

0

20

30

40

45

50

60

70

80

85

Load factor (g) N

1.00

1.06

1.15

1.31

1.41

1.56

2.00

2.92

5.76

11.47

Square root of N

1.00

1.03

1.07

1.14

1.19

1.25

1.41

1.71

2.40

3.39

Sta II Speed (kt)

38

39

41

43

45

47

54

65

91

129

"

Min sink speed

49

51

53

56

58

61

69

84

118

166

",

1.106

1.106

1.106

1.106

1.106

1.106

1.106

1.106

1.106

42

43

45

48

50

52

60

72

101

143

Min sink speed at 42 .8kg 54

56

59

62

64

67

76

93

130

184

Square root of (42.8/35) 1.106
Stall speed at 42.8kg (kt)

Figure 5
As can be seen, at a bank angle of 45 degrees, the minimum sink speed at maximum
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Figure 6: DG 1000 Polar (20m Mode)
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NSW State Gliding Championships

GFA has homologated the following

Narromine - 28 November to 5 December 2009, hosted by Bathurst Soaring Club

Pilot: David Jansen
Glider: ASG29
Date of flight: 18 October 2009
From: Kingaroy
Records claimed:
Australian National Open Class 1000 km
Triangle Speed 134.99kmlh (current record
John Buchanan, 133.71kmlh, 11.01.2000)
Australian National 18m Class 1000km
Triangle Speed 134.99 kph (current record
John Buchanan, 123.29kmlh, 02.02.2007)
Australian National 18m Class 750km triangle Speed 134.99kmlh (no previous claim)

Gliding Queensland
Easter Competition 2010
Caboolture Gliding Club is again hosting
this friendliest of competitions at Chin chilla Airfield from Good Friday 2 April
to Saturday 10 April.

CN

PILOT

TEAM

GLIDER

Club Class - first four placings from eight entrants
Scott Lennon
1 EB
Phil Jones
Bathurst
2 QU
Mark Banfield
3 AH
4 ZT
David Meredith
Standard Class - First five placings from 10 entrants
Temora
1 CE
Tom Gilbert
Dave Shorter
2 DS
3 KZ
Tim Wilson
Michael O'Brien
4 BK
Dane Dickinson
5 FV
15m Class - first three placings from seven entrants
Terry Cubley
1 VX
2 IN
John Nicholis
3 UP
Ian McCallum
18m Class - first five placings from 11 entrants
1 TK
Tom Claffey
John Buchanan
2 BB
Makoto Ichikawa
3 EBB
Lars Zehnder
4 LZ
Brett Buchanan
5 JB
Open Class
1 VW
2 WA
3 PM

- first 3 placings from 7 entrants
Gerrit Kurstjens
Paul Matthews
Pam Kurstjens

TOTAL

LS-1F
Jantar Std 2
LS1-F
Jantar Std 2

6000
5353
5195
5081

SZD55-1
Discus 2B
LS8
Discus A
Discus

5770
5626
5502
5173
4598

LS3
Discus 2CT
Ventus C

5974
5508
4764

ASG 29
ASG 29
ASG 29E
Ventus
ASG 29

5808
5700
5370
5355
4702

Nimbus 4D
ASH 25
Nimbus 4T

4867
4715
4343

The aim is to run a fun, safe event for
competitors of all levels, with satisfying
challenges for seasoned pilots, on-task
learning experiences for newer entrants, and

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

C BADGE

Claims to 18 November 2009

BRADELEY, Samuel
FRESTEL, Peter Robert
THOMAS Sophie
MODERSITZKI Tiemo
JONES, Alan

FAI NEWS

a chocolate egg or two around the airfield.
Sports Class and Club Class categories offer
an enjoyable - and above all, safe - place

A BADGE

for everyone from elite to first timer.

JONES, Nicola Maryanne
WRIG HI. Keith Neil
WILLIAMS, Kenneth Charles
MAHONEY, Christopher
LAWLER, Ryan Alan
THREASHER Richard Edgar
BETTS, Matthew Paull

Assigned Area Tasks will be the norm,
usually set so that they can be completed
at the minimum level while remaining at
all times within gliding distance of identified and GPS-recorded landing locations .
Chinchilla Airfield is a welcoming envi-

then $250 for late starters. Details, including expressions of interest and entry forms

B BADGE

are all at [www.glidingcaboolture.org.au/

BIRSS, James R.
KERTON, Ian Maxwell

choice of motels nearby, and excellent
social and catering facilities at the aero club.
The entry fee is $200 until 1 March,

Easter10] .
January 2010

NSW Air TC
Darling Downs SC
Lake Keepit GC
NSW Air TC
Central Coast GC
Boonah GC
NSW Air TC

11545
11524
11550
11551
11557
11558

Southem Cross GC
Southem Cross GC
Beverley SC
Geelong GC
Temora GC
Narrogin GC

A & B BADGE
GILLIES, Robert Alexander
SASSO, Yannick
GRALTON, Stuart T McDonald
FYNMORE, David
WATERS, Anthony William
HANCOCK, Bradley Shane

ronment with good camping on site, a

11543
11548
11549
11554
11555
11559
11560

11525
11513
11527
11241
11462

QLD Air TC
Beverley SC
QLD Air TC
RAAF Richmond
Southem Cross GC

BRADBURY, Stephen David 11544
EBERSOHN, Travis Milton 11546
OLDFIELD, Peter Albert
11547
GRAELLS, Jacques
11552
McGARRICK, Craig Douglas 11553
RAJCH, Ales
11556

Mt. Beauty GC
QLD Air TC
Balaklava GC
Southern Cross GC
Darling Downs GC
Geelong GC

A, B & C BADGE

SILVER C

11424 Hunter Valley GC
11336 VMFG

1'\

'\

"
",
"
"

Record Claims
record claims:

~

,~

,~

I

take-off weight is 64kt and this is the optimum thermalling speed at that weight.

GFA News •

,~

GRAELLS, Jacques
4713
JACOBSOHN, Paul Leon
4714
HAMILTON, Damian Thomas4715
RAJCH, Ales
4716

Southern Cross GC
Hunter Valley GC
Hunter Valley GC
Geelong GC

DIAMOND GOAL
RAJCH, Ales
VANDERHOEVEN, Frank

Geelong GC
Bendigo GC

Soaring Australia
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LOVE IS IN THE AIR
Julie Lentle and Franco Spataro

THIS IS A STORY BETTER TOLD BY BOTH PARTIES , SO IT HAS BEEN SPLIT ACCORDINGLY ..

JU LI E
By the time I reached my mid 20s, I
was giving up on the romantic idea of
finding a glider pilot husband . My criteria
in a partner were not many, but I was
strict - no smokers, no drinkers, in my
age bracket and they had to support my
flying. You'd be surprised how few glider
pilots would fit that. I was generally 'one
of the guys' on an airfield, having spent
most of my childhood on one, and in
the clubhouse exciting cross-country and
outlanding stories were much more fun
than women's talk.
It was early March 1998. I was working for a UK-based IT consulting company,
having left my home in South Africa for
some international experience. We were
just coming out of one of those long dark
winters that the UK is so famous for when
a manager made a special trip to meet
me, his aim : to persuade me to work on
a project in Italy. He only mentioned Italy
once; the chance to fly gliders in the Alps
through the summer ... who wouldn't
jump at such an opportunity? He'd
done his research and was all prepared .
He continued to explain that there is a
gliding club in the mountains; the good
flying season was about to start, as if I
didn't already know!
The next Sunday afternoon I landed
in Torino; no-one was going to take
this opportunity from me. Wow, I could
see the snow-capped mountains from
the airport!
Within two weeks, I'd contacted the
Aeroclub Valle d'Aosta [www.aecaosta.it)
to arrange a visit (fortunately the Dutch
lady in the office spoke perfect English)

and organised the conversion of my
South African GPL to an Italian license
at Torino airport.
Carrying my log book and Italian
license, I took the two-hour train ride
through Valle d'Aosta; the scenery was
breathtaking. I was going to fly amongst
these mountains! I was so excited.
After one flight with one of their two
instructors I was welcomed with open
arms and even asked to instruct at the
club when they found out that I was an
instructor in South Africa. Now, at this
stage, my Italian consisted of "ciao",
"aliante" (glider), "su" (up), "giu" (down)
- hardly enough for instructing.
I took on the challenge and quickly
learned the necessary lingo for flying
with solo pilots who needed conversions
into their newest aircraft: the Janus, an
aircraft in which I had hours flying in SA.

fRANCO
I was a mountain guide, on helicopter
mountain rescue duty at Aosta airport.
In the office on a Saturday morning, I saw
an English girl asking "What glider can
I fly?" "Huh," I thought, "an English girl
thinks she can fly a glider?" Later, during
a rescue, we heard an English voice call
downwind and we had to wait for her
to land before we could land with the
helicopter. Hmm, maybe she can fly.
That evening I saw her in the bar,
eating a sandwich and writing. Later I
found out that she was writing an article
on Aosta Aero Club for a South African
gliding magazine. I asked my colleague
to monitor the phone while I took the
radio with me to the bar to meet this
English voice . She was South African.
I was very lucky because I had visited
South Africa a few months previously,
so had much to say about her country
and had learnt some English.
After a few weeks of meeting casually
for an ice cream in the evenings, Julie
took me for my first flight in a glider.

JULI E
We launched in the Janus at midday (I in
the front seat, Franco in the back). It was
great fun flying with a local mountain
guide. I was taken on a sightseeing tour
along the length of Aosta Valley (about

70km); though I was careful to keep
within reasonable reach of the airport the only place to land . We flew around
the Monte Bianco, Matterhorn, Monte
Rosa and Grand Paradiso, the highest
mountains in Europe; it was so amazing!
The wind was very strong, blowing along
the valleys, which gave us plenty of lift
along the ridges.
I had advised Franco not to eat during
his first flight. Of course he thought the
better of my advice and ate honey. Within
seconds he was sick! When I asked him if
he wanted to land, his quick response was
"no". This happened a few times during
the flight until he learnt that maybe my
advice was worth listening to .
Back near Aosta, at about 4000m asl
(3400m above the runway), well above
most mountain peaks, I showed him the
basics of flight and handed over the
controls to let him have a go. Bad timing:
after a few minute, 'bang', the glider hit
a jolt and we were shaken from our seats.
What happened? I immediately went
into emergency mode, took the controls,
thinking we'd broken the glider and
hurriedly told Franco that we may have
to make an emergency landing or that
we may have to jump. I was really shaken .
During this explanation, I gently felt
the controls together to see if everything
was still in order. I could not pull the stick
back; something was stopping it; we were
flying nose down, gaining speed; ailerons
and rudders seemed okay. We had to do
something quickly, then the pressure on
the stick was relieved, and I had control
again. What happened?

fRANCO
I was flying the glider, concentrating
on trying to fly straight. My job at that
stage of my training was to lose altitude,
so that Julie would have to climb again.
As we flew over Mont Morion, there
was a big jerk, and I hit my head on the
fibreglass canopy frame . It made a loud
noise. Oww! My head! I was in so much
pain and when I put my hand to my head
I could see I was bleeding . Julie said that
we may have broken the glider and might
have to make an emergency landing or
jump. I don't know about the glider, but
my head is broken! My first flight in a

Franco and Julie in the Bathurst Soaring Club Puchacz
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glider and my colleagues may have to
rescue me! They will laugh so much!
The glider was going down, and Julie
was asking if something was stopping
the stick. I noticed my cushion had moved
forward and was pushing on the stick,
so I moved it back. The glider levelled
and Julie flew to the middle of the valley
so she could calm down; I was in too
much pain to care. Julie tested all the
controls in the calm air and then asked
me if I wanted to land . No way, my head
was sore, but this was too much fun!

JU LI E
After settling, we heard another glider
announce that he'd found wave across
the valley, so we headed over to join
him. Sure enough, above us developed
the most beautiful wave cloud . The
two gliders flew around the wave cloud
together, it was most spectacular and
although not my first experience in wave,
it was my first experience flying around
such an amazing wave cloud.
It was getting late and the airport
wanted to close, so they called both
gliders back. We were not far away but
had to descend quickly, so I increased
speed and pulled a little airbrake to
gently descend . The lower we descended
the more airbrake I pulled, until we were
flying with three-quarter airbrakes. The
air was howling down two converging
valleys, making the air extremely rough .
I had never experienced such rough
conditions and the glider was becoming
quite a handful.
Finally we approached 500m agl.
Circuits start at such a height at Aosta
due to the strong winds. I pushed the
brakes away, but the right airbrake was
stuck open, so I opened and tried again,
no luck. Great, that's alii needed to deal
with now in such rough weather and
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The Aosta valley
Photos: courtesy Julie Lentle and Aeroclub Aosta

after a long flight! I called to Franco,
indicating the blue handle, to hold it. If
Franco held the brakes half open, I would
have my left hand free to deal with flaps
and would be able concentrate on just
getting the glider down in one piece. In
his best English, his reaction was, "What
do you mean OLD? My grandmother is
OLD!" It took what felt like an age, but
finally he got the message. Franco held

the airbrakes half open, while I fought
the turbulence in circuit and lined up the
glider on Finals over the threshold . I took

TOCUMWAL

over the airbrakes and was relieved to
discover that the right one (the stuck one)
was now free and I could land normally.
It was still a fight in the turbulence to
land, but we touched down safely and
immediately taxied off the runway as is the style at Aosta.
Our most eventful flight, lasted six
hours 30 minutes. During that flight,
we experienced ridge soaring, thermal,
rotor, wave, extreme air convergence and
airbrake malfunction (which is suspected
to be caused by icing). I only found out
later that the loud noise was Franco's
head on the canopy in the turbulence.
It was certainly a flight to remember.
I left Italy six months later and,
believe it or not, Franco took up gliding
at Aosta and continued to pursue me
across the world, until after four marriage
proposals (that's another story), in August
2004 we eventually tied the knot in South
Africa . We are now living in Sydney, flying at Bathurst Soaring Club [www.
bathurstsoaring .org .au] and this last year
we celebrated our fifth wedding
anniversary. We are looking forward to
flying in the Alps again in the not too
distant future .
~

Go Gliding with the friendly
team
SportA viation Tocumwal
Operates 7 days a week
World renowned X-Country conditions
4 times World Champion
Ingo Renner avaHable for
X-Country training
Basic Ab-initio to advanced training
Standard & Racing Class
Aircraft for hire

(03) 58 742734
Flying@SportAviation.com.au

www.SportAviation.com
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FLYiNG THE SOUTH WALL OF THE DOLOMITE'S HIGHEST PEAK, MARMOLADA (3348M), IS A MUST FOR
ALLAMBITlOUS PILOTS . IT CAN BE DONE WiTH A SMALL XC FLIGHT FROM CAMPlTELLO , VAL 01 FASSA
BY USING THE THERMALS OF THREE FAMOUS ROCK MASSIFS: 'SASSO LUNGO', 'SEllA' AND 'PORDOi'.
AN XC ADVENTURE NOT ONLY FOR PROFESSIONALS .

Felix Woelk

Step 1: Take-off 'Col Rodella'
Above the village Campitello in the
valley Val di Fassa lies the take-off place
Col Rodella (west). It is just beside the
cable car station. This is the first place to
thermal up.
During summer time thermal activity
at Col Rodella starts about 10 o'clock,
but it's easier to get good lift in the
afternoon (sometimes rough). If you take
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off late you often have the advantage
of stronger lift up to a higher c10udbase
than in the morning .

Step 2: Sasso Lungo
After thermalling up at Col Rodella, the
first glide leads to the massif Sasso Lungo
(direction north-west). The south walls
of Sasso Lungo work better and better
during the day. The south-west side is
good, too. Reliable and strong lift comes
often up close to the south-east ridge, the
one that you are heading towards after
leaving Col Rodella .
There are also thermals coming
up out of the lee on the north side of
Sasso Lungo. This can be the reason for
turbulences at the level of the summit
and above, where thermals mix with the
south wall updrafts. Take care not to fly
to far into the east side of the massif,

Sasso Lungo

the valley wind of Val di Fassa (from
the south) will make it hard to go back .
Generally it's the south- and the west side
you fly here, even until late evening . If
January 2010

you get scared of the spectacular views
close to the walls, there's the opportunity
of using the wider thermals off the south
walls. (Hint: take care of your altitude
when you do this. The valley Val Duron
is not landable and the headwind makes
it hard to get out of it.)

Step 3: Sella
After making maximum altitude above
Sasso Lungo you can take the next step:
Sella massif. On this glide to the east it's
important to keep your eyes open for
the wind conditions at high altitude. It
gives you an idea whether the flight to
Marmolada will be possible or not.
With the Sella Pass below, your glide
is inside airflow undisturbed by rock
formations. North and south wind can
truly be felt here . If you feel the north
wind blowing, it might be better to give
up the XC-plan for today, but if you feel
southerly or westerly winds blowing
softly, you've got good cards.
When you reach the first walls (Torri
di Sella) on the level of their summits, you
won't have problems to reach lift again .

The valley wind of Val di Fassa streams up
the south walls and even if you are not
shot upwards like a rocket here, you 'll still
find reliable lift.

Step 4: Pordoi
Still belonging to the huge Sella massif,
is the southern mountain 'Pordoi ' - your
next step. You can easily see the big cable
car from Pordoi Pass to the summit's
plateau with all the tourists waving .
The sun's angle and the valley wind
make the west walls the healthy ones. If
you made it to this place you will usually
find a cloudbase that rose during the
14 Soaring Australia

day to a level that is high enough for the
last glide to Marmolada. If you are not
sure about this you can look for another
thermal above the west slopes of 'Col de
Cuch' (another name is 'Belvedere') on
the south side of Pordoi Pass street below.
The valley wind hits this place perfectly in the afternoon and even if the high
walls are missing thermal activity, it
sometimes knocks you off your feet
here. Belvedere or Col de Cuch is a takeoff too. If you like it calm, you'll often
find smooth soaring conditions here in
the evening .
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After making cloud base over
Belvedere, Marmolada is just a stone's
throwaway.

Step 5: Glide to the south wall
of Marmolada
Assuming calm winds at high altitude,
you'll make Marmolada easily, leaving
Belvedere at 3300m. To not lose too
much altitude on Marmolada's leeside,
you should fly a soft westerly turn to get
around the huge massif. When you finally
make it around the west ridge to the
south wall you'll soon feel the updrafts
biting . This is when your life gets fullfilled
by another unforgettable moment.

Step 6: Flying the south wall
Usually the updrafts are quite reliable at
Marmolada's south wall. Sunshine makes
this huge wall a source of never-ending

thermal activity. Although thermals can
be strong here, they still have a healthy
character: the reason being the icy surface
of the mountain's north face which makes
thermal activity impossible. So there's
no turbulent mix of wind - and leeward
thermals above the summit.

Flying the south wall
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Icaro Helmets Australia

Hang Gliding - Paragliding - Microlighting - Paramotoring
FREE shipping Australia-wide

-~
..

LT int egral
from $395

LT jet
from $395

Cut Jet
from $380

Cut Integral
from $380

visor inc luded

viso r included

viso r inc luded

visor inc luded

Fly
from $205

Fly ul
from $285

Skyr i der
from $340

Grid Cut Integral
from $435
visor inc luded

Helmets, varios, radios, and more at:

phone: (02) 4017 0440
mobile : 0434.222.111
fly@warrenwindsports.com .au

ON ANXIETY,
AIRSICKNESS AND
OTHER HURDLES
WOMEN'S GLIDING
AUSTRALIA

"

Anita Taylor

[http://2009.gfa.org.au/i ndex. php ?option=
com_content&task=view&id=729&ltemid=2201

Anita enjoying her flight
Photo: Greg Kolb

I

competed in the Queensland State comps
last year. When people asked me about
the comp and how it went, I found myself
talking more about how pleased I was
to overcome my barriers to flying, rather
than the thermal strength, dramas on
task and great streeting, so I'll leave those
details to someone else and share my
hurdles with you .
I suffer from pre-flight anxiety. I can't
remember when this started: perhaps
it was returning to gliding after a more
than eight-year absence, and having my
father and husband as my measuring stick
was neither logical nor constructive (they
have 40-fold more hours than me), but it
was there in the background gnawing at
my confidence.
Performance anxiety is a vicious circle,
spiralling and feeding on itself. I would
plan to go flying and then as the day
approached, I would start to make excuses and find a way to get out of it. Or if
I did fly, the nerves led to a mistake that
validated the anxiety. Luckily I started
talking about it with my husband, Bruce,
who would urge me on, knowing that
once I was airborne, I usually felt great.
And pleased; I so love being in the air. My
psychology studies also provided many
great tools to acknowledge and address
my mind issues. For me, my antidote is
relaxation and mental rehearsal.
Mental rehearsal has been the subject
of many studies and it's been shown
that imagining you are doing something
has an impact on your actual physical
performance. It's particularly effective
if you are in a relaxed state when
'rehearsing' . In fact nerve impulses can
travel to the muscles you imagine using,
providing a kind of movement map for
your body. It's why many athletes use
mental rehearsal as part of their training .
Once I determined what my issue was
and could see how it was limiting me, I
scripted myself a mental rehearsal scene
18 Soaring Australia

that I wove into a relaxation/meditation
routine - similar to the one you often see
Bruce using (well, what you actually see
is him lying down under a wing, like he
is having a quiet pre-flight nap).
Depending on how long I have and
my state of mind, I start with anything
from a full progressive relaxation to a
brief centring/breathing exercise to still
my mind and body. I imagine my flight,
often in minute detail. Of importance
to me is that during my flight I am calm
and competent. I focus on the physical
sensations I feel when I am calm and
performing well - my body is relaxed and
my breathing is regular. I imagine keeping
my focus a long way ahead - outside
and in good information-gathering
mode (often when stressed our attention
withdraws and narrows, which hardly
helps the situation! i). It's just amazing
how effective this is in such a short time.
In the beginning I would practice every
night before bed : my mind would often
wander and it took persistence to be able
to do it well . Mental fitness is a lot like
physical fitness - you have to exercise!
Now it doesn't take long at all to get into
the right state of mind, it's second nature.
Anyway, back to my hurdle. Even
though I was aware of what was happening, I had to push past my anxiety to get
into the air. It was particularly bad in the
lead up to the Queensland State comps.
If it wasn't for the fact that it would be
rude to cancel Greg Schmidt at the last
moment (Greg was flying with me in the
Duo), I would have backed out on several
occasions. So I didn't. And I'm so pleased,
because I think it was flying every day for
a week that did the trick . By the end of
the comp I wasn't experiencing any preflight anxiety and, better than that, by
the last day I was really impatient to get
into the air. During Bruce's competitions,
he often wakes up and says happily "I'm
going flying today!" I couldn't associate

at all with his eager excitement. Now I
can, and it's changed my world.
That, and the next major hurdle to
flying : I get airsick . It's hopeless . Always
has been . In the early days Dad and I used
to fly the K7 and take turns vomiting one of us would set the other off and
you can imagine the rest! Various motion
sickness tablets seemed to work and still
do for Dad and my brother (it must be
genetic) though coupled with my anxiety,
I couldn't seem to go more than an hour's
flight without vomiting. Even in the Ventus,
I would make myself sick. So disappointing and embarrassing .
On the evening of the first competition day, having vomited on the third leg
(poor Greg) and still feeling nauseous
after five hours on the ground, I nearly
gave up gliding . I had a lengthy phone
call with my sister (we field each other's
sob stories) . She talked to me about how
motion sickness tablets made her feel
sick, even before she got airborne. This
seemed to ring true to me: I realised that
I had been associating my pre-flight nausea with physical anxiety symptoms, but
maybe it was the pills! Everyone at the
comp was so supportive and interested
in how I was going, so soon enough most
people knew about my airsickness. There
was much advice, including the Air Force
desensitisation course (I couldn't imagine
what this would entail) .
In a happy twist of fate, Ziggy (oh,
thank you!) was suggesting some antinausea drugs while Beth was in ear shot
and within two minutes she'd produced
a miracle (thank you, thank you!). I'm
cured . I know I must be, because on the
last day, hot, bothered and within sight
of an outlanding, we scratched endlessly
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away and I didn't even think about my
stomach! Of course perhaps a placebo
would have been just as effective, or
maybe it was the week of flying - in any
case, it worked for me and I encourage
others to keep trying for a solution that
works for you .
The last hurdle I am going to mention
is that of mastering peeing in the air.
Some people seem to be able to get
over the psychological barrier easier
than others. It's taken me a long time

Profile

-

anything once, and keep trying until you
get there!
Just as important was Greg's supportive, rela xed and skilled coaching. He
made it easy to make progress and allowed me to find my own flying style. I must
also thank Bob Butler and Neil Dunn
fo r kind assistance with getting the Duo
to DDSC w ithout a de-rig, and Lorraine
(thanks Mum) and Beth for kid patrol.

Kerrie Claffey I

~

the invitation of a girlfriend and

despite believing gliding was just
for the 'rich and smart', my first
glider flight was at Bond
Springs (Alice Springs) in 1975. Despite

being airsick, I was fascinated enough
to want to learn more.
Family illness interrupted training
- but six years and 30 countries later
I finally restarted with Southern Cross
at Camden in 1981 . Part way through
training and battling many fears and poor
skills, I was looking for "something more

than circuits around here. "
When the mum of 15-year-old Jenny
Heath insisted on a chaperone for a crosscountry camp, I decided to investigate
- although as students we were limited
to local instruction, just listening to the
others' tales of brave battles in distant
lands provided incentive to continue the
quest to solo, which I eventually achieved
in May 1982.
Next summer, leaving the airfield was
no problem as I was always focused on
where I was going not where I'd been;
I wasn 't aware of the moment I broke
the umbilical cord. Afraid of those fragile
glass ships, I flew the Pilatus up to Silver
C, 300km and several 500km attempts,
but eventually gave up and did 500km
in an Astir. Cross-country continued
the adventure of my backpacking days
into my now 9:00 to 5:00 life. At uni
from 1985 to 87, AIDS (Acquired Income
Deficiency of Students) limited my flying
to the annual club cross-country camp.
My first competition was the Gulgong
Regatta in said Pilatus in 1987. I enjoyed
learning to fly more efficiently, but mostly
I loved the camaraderie both in the air
and on the ground - seeing my mates and
their changing fortunes and hearing their
radio comments and bar post-mortems.
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and a good deal of real and imagined
practice . Sometimes I still find myself
with a full bladder, unable to let go. It's
not something often talked about, but
without success, it's hard to set off on a
cross-country in a fully hydrated state.
There is discussion on the GFA coaching
and also Women in Gliding sections of
the website: googling also returns a great
article by Karl Striedieck and a lengthy
discussion string . All I can say is that try

I've now flown nine Multi-class and
four Club Class nationals and about 28
State comps and regattas - with varying
results: too many stone motherless lasts, a
plethora of 'mid fleets' and one day win
and overall th ird at the Dalby nationals,
by cunningly flying the Discus in 15m class
when all the hotshots were in Standard
Class. But it's difficult to 'camarade' from
the back; my best speed so far is only
137km/h, a far cry from the 150 plus of a
good Aussie day, and between AATs and
radio enforced radio silence I can neither
see my mates nor hear them!
Although I don't have what it takes
for competition, I have at least some of
what it takes for distance flying : perseverance, bloody-minded ness, and the
absolute inability to give up - don 't know
when or how to turn the glider round .
This is both a liability and an asset: it
causes me to push on to risk outlanding,
but also to complete flights a smart man
might abort. This has helped me achieve
four world feminine (including three
Australian general) and six Australian
feminine records. My best distance
so far is only 826km, well short of the
attempted 1000km.
One of many memorable flights was
from Omarama to Mt Cook as practice for
the Tasman Trophy: sitting at 15 OOOft in
wave and sunshine, absolutely terrified of
this new environment but in awe of some
of the most spectacular scenery in the
world! As it happened, it was absolutely
useless as practice since the rest of the
comp suffered a moist SE stream with
low cloud on the peaks which helped
me become the first Aussie to win the
Tasman Trophy in the south island . In that
weather the Kiwi was as out of his depth
as I was!

Tom and Kerrie Claffey

As I still recall and empathise with
the pain of learning to fly, I instructed for
about eight years. And as I was too slow
ducking, I was secretary of NSW Gliding
Association for 19 years; phew, perilously
close to a life sentence! I am currently NSW
Competition and Trophies officer; it's the
only way I get to fondle those trophies!
At the 1991 NSW comps at Lake
Keepit a young Queenslander introduced
himself - but it took a couple of days
till I noticed the newcomer in the Jantar
keeping up with the hotshots in their
fancy gliders and decided I should pay
attention . I paid so much attention that
in 1995 I married Tom and have spent
the last 14 years trying to keep up with
him; but as former national champion,
Australian team member and 1000km
record holder, there's not much chance
of his ego being damaged by his wife!
After a tough day, I often wonder
why I persist with this madness. Apart
from the eternal hope of improving, the
real bait for me is the call of unchartered
territory - there's nothing quite as
thrilling as setting out on a task longer
than achieved before, and while ever that
task remains possible I'll find the stamina .
For now it's the elusive 1000km; but I'm
under no illusion that will be enough . IfI
when I achieve that, there'll be yet
another Holy Grail. ..
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GLIDING FEDERATION
OF AUSTRALIA INC
Airworthiness Inspection
FORM 2 AND C OF A NOTICE

D

A Form 2 inspection is due. $160* payment

D

The C of A requires renewal. $41 * payment

WOMEN 'S GLIDING
AUSTRALLA

Reminders

is enclosed
is enclosed and the existing C of A document
is returned

D

Initial registration package is required.
$390* payment is enclosed
* Fees include GST

Payment method:

D

Cheque
D Credit Card D Direct Deposit
For internet payments, deposit into:
BSB: 013-442
Account No: 304729562

A) DOCUMENTATION REQUEST
D
D

Please send me a transfer of ownership document
Please send me a change of registered
operator document

Aircraft Type ...............................................................................
Registration marks VH - ...........................................................
Address to which documents are to be sent is:
Name ........................................................................................ .
Address ..................................................................................... .

State...................................................... Postcode .......................

AWPA SaAR I N G
S C HaL A RS HI P

AWPA GL I D IN G AWARD

Australian Women Pilots' Association
awards a Soaring Scholarship sponsored
by AWPA each year valued at $SOO on a
dollar for dollar basis to assist a sailplane
pilot to enhance cross-country skills
providing funds to cover retrieval costs.
Applicants must be a permanent
resident of Australia, hold a Silver (
badge and a current Glider Medical
Certificate/Declaration . AWPA membership is not a requirement and the schola rship is open to female and male pilots.
The closing date for entry is 5pm on 28
February annually.
For your application contact co-ordinator Michelle Lappin, 'Pinevale', 575 Old
Melbourne Road, Traralgon, Victoria 3844.
Phone 03 5174 1661 or 0407 839 238;
email <aerialextras@gipps.net.au>.

Australian Women Pilots' Association
presents a Gliding Award annually for
a most meritorious flight carried out during the previous year, or an outstanding
contribution to the advancement of
gliding in Australia and consists of a
trophy and personal memento (Albatross) .
Membership of AWPA membership is not
a requirement. (losing date 28 February
annually.
Should you wish to nominate a person
for this award please contact Michelle
Lappin, phone 0351741661 or 0407
839238, w rite/email to M Lappin at the
above address, or google AWPA website.

Forward to: GFA Airworthiness Secretary.
Level 1/34 Somerton Road, Somerton VIC 3062.
Email: <Airworthiness@sec.gfa.org.au>
Fax: 03 9303 7960

HAPPENED RECENTLY
ON AN AIRFIELD
Martin Feeg
The other day I read the 'Adler',
the magazine of the BadenWOrttemberg Gliding Association
(Baden WOrttemberg is a state in
Germany). The juniors (under 26
years) reported of their annual
'Ziellandewettbewerb' (spot landing competition); a tradition for
as long as anyone can remember.

Australian Agent
for Davis Instruments.

ECOWATCH
Unit 5, 17 Southfork Drive
Kilsyth VIC 3137
Phone: (03) 9761 7040 Fax: (03) 9761 7050
email: <davis@ecowatch.com.au>
web: [www.davisinstruments.com.au]
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So on one hand I was astonished
at how vibrant and enthusiastic this generation is about
such a boring competition . You should know, juniors of a
few clubs meet, do about three winch launches per pilot,
with three pilots representing a club. Points are given for
closeness of touchdown to the touchdown line, length of
ground-run and gentleness of the landing, but no points
for undershoot. On the other hand I was astonished to read
"Wir reprasentieren den Stand der Vereinsausbildung"
(We represent the level of club training) . This is certainly
the truth, but I feel the juniors actually care about the level
of training and are proud of it.
And where is the close shave? Well, I guess with a really
high level of training, competency and currency, it is less
likely to have a close shave.
Safe soaring .
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a

Bogong Cup 2010

a

2010 NSW State Titles

a

"

16 to 23 January 2010

"

14 to 20 February 2010

Forbes Flatlands 2010

"

3 to 12 January 2010

AUSTRALIA

Forbes Airport, Forbes NSW. Registration/practice day:
Saturday 2 January from 9am. Aerotow only, HGFA AAA and
FAI WPRS. Enter online at [www.moyes.com.au/Forbes2010j.
Entry fee: $250, includes welcome party BBO and
presentation dinner. Payment by credit card over the phone.
Aerotow fee: $400 for 11 days of unlimited towing. Fees
to be paid in cash only at time of registration - there will
be no credit card facilities available. HO: Vandenberg Hotel.
Court St, Forbes, Function room. Welcome BBO: Saturday
2nd at HO from 6pm, formalities at 8pm. Practice day: No
one to enter airfield before have formally registered. No
sign/no fly. Towing: Proof of aerotow rating. International
pilots have two options: 1. Proof you have successfully
aerotowed in Flatlands conditions (ie your name on the
result sheet at a major aerotow meet within the last few
years). 2. Get an aerotow rating with the HGFA. Categories:
Open Class: 1st, 2nd and 3rd place trophies. A Class: For
pilots who've never been in the top 100 WPRS. Same tasks
and scored together with Open Class, but singled out for
recognition, 1st place trophy. Sport Class: Shortened task,
GPS required - open to kingpost gliders with an int rating.
1st place trophy. Club Class: Not a comp category as such,
aerotow fees only, no entry fee and no trophy. Open to all
gliders (for pilots who want to learn to aerotow, obtain
their rating, like some extra attention and help or want to
practice their skills. Towing early in the morning and late
afternoon. Sponsors & prizemoney: $10000 worth of cash
and prizes. Accommodation see [www.forbes.nsw.gov.au/
files/2083/File/Accommodation_and_EvenCVenues.pdn,
Vandenberg Hotel <vandenberghotel@activ8.net.au>.
(We're competing with Elvis again, so get in early and book
accommodation!) Organisers: Sydney HG Club. Tow ops: Bill
Moyes, Meet Director and Event Manager: Vicki Cain, Scorer:
Wesley Hill, Launch Marshall: Greg Cain, Goal Official: Rob
Van Der Klooster. Further info, enquiries or endorsement
bookings: Vicki 02 93164644 or <vicki@moyes.com.au>.

Practice: Friday 15 January. We're planning a bare
bones/no frills event to maximise value to pilots. This
year we've reduced the entry fee whilst still offering
at least $1200 prizemoney. To encourage participation
and development of local pil ots, we' ll bring back the
B Grade category. Half the prizemoney and trophies
will be awarded to the first three places in B Grade. B
Grade pilots are allowed topless gliders in the compo
For BC regu lars, we intend to spice things up with some
new task ideas designed to challenge and take you to
new goals not used before. FAI sanction Cat 2, HGFA
AAA, 450 ladder points, Open Grade and Austral ian
B Grade, FAI Class 1 HG only. Launch format: Open
window fo llowed by ordered launch. Scoring software:
FS. Scoring system: OZGAP 2005. GAP parameters:
10km, 80km, 90 min, 20%. All goals will be a virtual
cylinder of at least 400m radius. Rest day policy: By
majority pilot vote. Competition rules: FAI Sporting
Code Section 7, HGFA Competition Manual. Local Rules.
Min requirements: HGFA int rating or equivalent with
minimum 50 hours inland experience. Current HGFA
membership or Vis iting Pilot's Membership (VPM) .
Flying helmet. FAI Class 1 HG and harness in safe and
flyable condition. Reserve 'chute recently repacked
and in good working order. GPS (Garmin, Compeo,
etc) with 3D tracklog capability. Prizes & Awards: Cash
prizes and trophies for Open 1/2/3, B Grade 1/2/3,
Encouragement Award . Entry Fee: $220. For more info
[www.bogongcup.comj or Phil 0407 042634.

&

Australian Women in Gliding
~Week2010
17 to 23 January 2010
At Narromine, NSW. Contact Leonie Furze,
ph : 0409 606320, email <Ifurze@ruralco.com .au>.

~ XC Open World Series

W - Manilla 2010

a

Corryong Cup 2010

30 January to 6 February 2010

"

3 to 9 January 2010

(7-10/2 reserve days) Mt Borah, Manilla, NSW. First
event of the 2010 World Series. FAI Cat 2 event for all
levels of pilots (with XC experience) and designed to
provide opportunity to fly XC in safe locations every
day. Pilots can launch from any of the four Mt Borah
astro-turfed pads - no queueing, no pressure. Re-flights
are permitted from bomb-outs (even >20km away) and
a variety of Open Distance Task options are available.
This includes free chosen turnpoints whereby wind
changes can be used to greatest effect. Previous Manilla
events have seen over 2/3 of pilots fly PBs. Classes for
LTF 1 and 1/2 (Fun), LTF 2 (Sport), LTF 2/3 (Serial), Open,
Women's and Teams (with bonus factors). Entry is 120
Euro, includes unlimited Borah basher rides, T-shirt,
Manilla Sky Sailors Club site fee (refunded if a pilot
already has the sticker), welcome and presentaion party,
prizes, expert XC weather and safety briefing by Godfrey
Wenness. A retrieve service is available as an optional
extra. Entry and more info at [www.xcopen.orgj.

Fun HG meet aimed at fostering the development of
competition and XC flying skills. Great opportunity
for first time comp pi lots to receive XC flight tutoring/
mentoring & workshops by experienced comp pilots.
Mt Ell iot offers great XC soaring experiences in
spectacular alpine surrounds. As usual, you'll find
a relaxed and friendly atmosphere, camping by the
Murray River, lots of prizes, mid-week BBO and more!
Registration: Saturday, 2 January from 7pm. Enter
online [www.corryongcup.comj $120 paid by 1/12/09
($30 late fee thereafter). 70 pilots max. Open & Floater
tasks, B Sanction, GPS scoring. Need current HGFA int
with inland exp, radio and parachute. Organiser: Wendi
Herman (Newcastle HG Club) . Contact: 0411 772221.

&

48th Multi Class Nationals

~4

to 15 January 2010

Wa ikerie, SA. Entries are open online [http://waikerie
gliding.com/multiciass/enter.htmIL record your interest at [http://waikeriegliding.com/multiclass/interest.
htmlj. Full time flying operations will be underway
from 27 December 2009 including the successful
Coaching Week where you can finetune your skills.
Accommodation, caravan and camp ing spaces available at the airfield. Please email <bookings@waikerie
glidingclub.com.au> for more information see [http://
waikeriegliding.com/Accommodation.htmj. Off-site
accommodation can all be found at [www.waikerie
tourism.com.au/Accommodation.htmj. For further
enquires emai l <comp@waikeriegliding .com>.

&

VGA Annual Rally
~ 9 to 16 January 2010
Bordertown-Keith GC, SA. It just keeps getting better!
Contact Ian Patching <patching @westnet.com .au>,
[www.vintageg lidersaustralia.org.auj, [www.brook
manonline.comj .
January 2010

&

Horsham Week 2010

~ 6 to 13 February 2010

Horsham Aerodrome, Victoria. Entries (max 40 gliders)
will be accepted up to the first competition day: fee
$100. Visit [www.printerschoice.com.au/Horsham2010/j
for official entry form, turnpoints and competition local
rules. Please note FLARM is mandatory. Note: To ensure
your place please email the competition director well
beforehand indicating your intention to attend. Competition contact: Geoff Vincent (Competition Director) 03
98490061, 0409 336914 or <geoff.vincent@optusnet.
com .au>. Horsham Week 2010 will also incorporate the
Victorian State Gliding Competition. The competition
will be preceded by the VSA Cross-country Coaching
Week featuring seminars, pre-fl ight briefings and postflight analyses. Coaching contacts: Ian Grant 03 9877
1463,0418271767 or <ian.grant@aapt.net.au>, and
David Wilson 0407 825706 or <dwjcra@ozemail.co.au>.

Manilla, NSW. Registration at the Royal Hotel on 13
Jan from 4pm to 8pm. B Grade, GPS verification. Pilot
rating: Intermediate with inland experience minimum.
Cost $130, includes T-shirt & presentation dinner.
Contact Monica Barrett 0425 847207.

&

2010 Lake Keepit Regatta

~ 21 to 27 February 2010
Lake Keepit Soaring Club will be holding a regatta for
pilots of all levels. This will be a handicapped competition
with a maximum of 20 gliders. For further information
refer to <keepitsoaring@bigpond.com>.

~ Bright Open 2010

V

6 to 12 March 2010

AAAlCat 2 PG competition. Come to Bright for some
great tasks in the hills. This year the competition wi ll
run back-to-back with another AAA in Corryong for the
full mountain experience. Entry fee $230, see website
for full details [www.brightopen.orgj.

a

Dalby 2010 'Big Air'

"

14 to 20 March 2010

It's on again! At Dalby Airport, OLD. Comp fee: $150,
tows $250 including Saturday's practice day. Legendary
'Big Air' T shirt included. Do I get to fly far and break my
previous best distance record? Thrown in for free as well !
Do I get to feed my face for free at the presentation
dinner with a lot of egotistical pilots who will be gloating about how far they have flown for the week? Absolutely! Requirements: Aerotow endorsed, current HGFA
member. Haven't towed for some time? There'll be a qualified SSO available to ensure you're towing proficiently
on practice day. Please make yourself known so we can
ensure you enjoy the Dalby experience safely. Dalby
airport is only 1km from town, plenty of accommodation
or camping, please email us for more info: Comp organiser 'Boof' 0431 240610 <daron@aclad.com.au>, comp
director Annie Crerar 0419 739900 <annie.bruce@
bigpond.com.au>.

~ State of Origin 2010

~ 2 to 4 April 2009 (Easter)
Mani la, NSW. Crews of four pilots (one adv, two nov,
plus any other rated pilots) and scoring using handicaps on the kilometres you fly, even you can win! It's
a great way to try out the comp scene. The budding
comp pilot must have at least five XC hours outside
of their course, a reserve and radio. Competition fee
$20 or free if registered by 18 March . Info at [http://
hunters kysa iIors.0 rg .au/soo j.

&

Gliding Qld Easter Comp 2010
~ 2 to 10 April 2010
Hosted by Caboolture Gliding Club at Chinchil la. Sports
Class and Club Class in a friend ly comp for pilots of all
levels. Entry fee $200 until 1 March, then $250 for late
starters. Details, including expressions of interest and
entry forms at [www.glidingcaboolture.org.au/Easterl 0j .

a

18th Flatter than the Flatlands

"

2 to 5 April 2010 (Easter)

Cross-country towing competition. The event wi ll be
conducted over the four-day long weekend at Birchip,
VIC. Entry fee is $80 and includes map, daily prizes,
presentation BBQ, scoring, goal beers and lots of fun. GPS
and parachute required. Discount available for teams with
a first time pilot. Registration for teams opens 7pm 2 Feb
2010. Contact: Wesley Hill 0408 305943 or <wes.hi ll@
yahoo.com.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.au/- fttf].

&

49th Multi Class Nationals

~4

to 15 October 2010

Hosted by the Darling Downs Soaring Club at Dalby
Aerodrome. For further information <info@ddsc.org.au>.
International events can be found
at [http://events.fai .org/] .
Soaring Australia
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COACHING CORNER:

Concentration and Relaxation
Bernard Eckey

FELLOW GLlDER PILOTS HAVE CONVINCED ME TO RELEASE EXTRACTS OF THE SECOND EDITION OF
MY BOOK 'ADVANCED SOARING MADE EASY' FOR THE COACHING CORNER OF 'S OARING AUSTRALIA'.
THE FOLLOWING ARTICLE LOOKS DEEPER INTO CONCENTRATION AND THE EFFECT DISTRACTIONS
OR STRESS HAVE ON OUR PERFORMANCE AS GLlDER PILOTS . IN THE SECOND HALF OF THIS
CONTRIBUTION WE WILL FOCUS ON PROVEN RELAXATION TECHNIQ1IES .
oncentration is the art of focussing
on the right thing at the right time.
Few other areas are as important in

C

gliding . Safety and success of every
flight depends to a large degree on the
ability of the pilot to concentrate until
the aircraft is back on the ground or,
better still, back in the hangar. On some
flights, we can't relax for a single minute,
while on others we can afford to sit back
and admire the view.
The need to concentrate fully also
depends on whether we fly competitively or whether we conduct local soaring
and fly just for the fun of it. This statement
doesn't imply disrespect for pilots conducting local soaring, but local soaring
requires nowhere near as much concentration as a cross-country flight. The necessary level of concentration also depends
very much on the various stages of the
flight. Apart from take-off and landing,
our utmost concentration is required
while low and in need of a thermal.
Maintaining such a high level of concentration is hardly possible over a long period. For this reason, it becomes important
to regulate concentration and arousal levels, especially during long-distance flights.
Most of us have little trouble concentrating while the task on hand is progressing as expected. We run on automatic - in
'cruise control' so to speak. Our mind is
clear to focus on the broader issues and
we feel relaxed in the knowledge that we
have the situation nicely under control.
Scientists call this the 'Ideal Performance
State' (IPS) . In other words, as long as
everything is running smoothly, humans
are in a frame of mind which ensures that
an appropriate level of concentration is
maintained. This occurs without any great
input on the part of the individual.
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But things can change rapidly when
we get distracted or stressed . External distractions from other people, the environment, equipment problems, incomplete
preparation etc. are just as detrimental
as internal distractions from our own
mind such as emotions, mental baggage
and the like. As soon as our arousal level
changes (or we get very nervous or feel
particularly anxious) we move away from
our IPS. Things get even worse when
stress - our greatest enemy - takes over.
Understanding what causes stress is vital
when it comes to coping with it and successfully managing it.
Stress occurs in two stages.

Stage 1 - Trigger
The trigger to stress is our reaction to
something . The examples in gliding are
plentiful. If, for example, we experience
very strong sink and get alarmingly
close to an outlanding (perhaps even
over difficult terrain) stage two will be
triggered automatically.

Stage 2 - Arousal
Our body reacts instantly by releasing a
complex combination of stress hormones.
They ensure that all available blood is
directed towards our muscles and our
body gets ready for an inherent 'fight or
flight' response. Little blood is left for
the brain which means that our mental
capacity and our concentration levels
become mismatched to the task on hand .
We become overloaded and as a result
we usually experience a highly significant
drop in performance.
All individuals have their own concentration styles or characteristic ways of
focussing on the job at hand . For example, some pilots function well under pres-

sure while others don't handle high situational demands very well and become
easily confused or overloaded. Overload
situations occur when too many things
are going on at the same time and pilots
are unsure what their priorities should be .
Countless thoughts are rushing through
their heads and there are just too many
points to think about. For an inexperienced pilot task prioritisation can easily
become too complex and it is common
for old, bad habits to creep back in or for
mistakes to occur. However, experienced
pilots are less likely to suffer from overload situations. They can ignore irrelevant
information and block out distractions
while executing proven solutions learned
during similar situations in the past.
Some exceptional pilots have acquired
the ability to switch to a narrow type of
concentration and focus on nothing but
an answer to a specific predicament. Analytical thinking and the ability to come up
with alternative solutions is a very important skill in gliding and comes handy in
situations where our attention needs to
be directed towards critical operational
demands. After a particular crisis has been
satisfactorily resolved these pilots can
switch back to a broader type of ,focus
again . Needless to say that people possessing the technique to adapt their concen tration levels as required greatly increase
their chances of a superior performance .

Adjusting concentration levels
to specific in-flight situations
Experienced pilots know that even long
phases of brilliance can never make up
for short periods of poor concentration .
They also know that peak concentration
is neither possible nor required at all
times. After a good climb back to a
January 2010

comfortable altitude, or when conditions
ahead give no reason for concern, we
can, and should, rela x a little. In situations
like these we can reaffirm to ourselves
that we have the situation nicely under
control. After re -trimming the glider
we can eat an apple, take a bite from a
sandwich, have a drink, or simply find
time for a position report.
The situation is fundamentally different when we are in any form of tricky
in-flight situation . Because high levels of
concentration are required in these circumstances we must employ thought con trol techniques and arousal control skills
as discussed below.

Relaxation
What can we do to avoid excessive
tension build-up and how can we relax
or remain relaxed during critical in-flight
situations? One of the first things
to happen to our body in a stressful
situation is a tensioning of muscles in
preparation to a 'fight or flight' response .
At the same time there is a release of
adrenalin and an increase in the rate of
breathing to meet the extra demand for
oxygen . Although these are automatic
body responses we must direct our
attention towards these functions. Two
proven methods are described below.

A) Controlling our breathing
This is of great value in rela xation. People
at ease with themselves and the world
breathe slowly, deeply and rhythmically.
Fortunately we can control our breathing
and therefore we can, at least for a
short time, override our automatic body
functions and take conscious control
of it by inhaling deeply and slowly
through the nose . We concentrate on
the movement of our chest and inhale
very deeply indeed, but unforced and
unhurried . Whilst slowly breathing in,
we count to four or f ive and when the
inhalation is complete we pause for about
two seconds. As we exhale very slowly
through the nose we count to four or five
again . Exhalation should take at least as
long as inhalation .
Of course, we need to repeat the
exercise a few times and when we feel
the first positive results it is helpful to
say to ourselves that our breathing has
become calm, deep and regular. Intrusive
thoughts might periodically come into
our mind to interrupt the smooth flow of
this technique. This is quite normal. We
just refocus on our slow breathing (and
counting) as we resume the exercise and
carryon where we left off. Only after a
short period of time we will find that we
January 2010

markedly unwind and significantly reduce
our level of tension .

B) Progressive muscle relaxation
Again, the objective is to relax on cue
but this method is less suitable for use in
an aircraft as it takes longer and could
therefore become a safety issue . For this
reason it should only be undertaken
prior to a flight or in a two-seater.
The technique requires a deliberate
tensioning of muscle groups for as long
as it takes to feel the tension generated.
After about six to eight seconds we
clearly notice how that feels . Now we
relax this particular muscle group while
paying attention to the contrasting
feeling . Repeating the exercise several
times and doing the same thing to
other parts of the body (especially tense
shoulders or neck muscles) is bound to
lead to mental relaxation which in turn
allows us to regulate concentration and
arousal levels.
As for any other skill, these techniques
need to be practiced and rehearsed to
benefit from, if and when the going gets

tough. Without prior practicing on the
ground, pilots will find it hard to implement these suggestions properly and
might not get the desired results. However, I want to assure you that the results
will be worth the effort for the patient
and committed glider pilot.
Gliding is all about information gathering, drawing the correct conclusions
and implementing appropriate decisions.
Being able to deal with a large number of
inputs at one time is of vital importance
for performance enhancement. A pilot
who is able to concentrate in a focussed
way while blocking out distractions is well
prepared for success and safety. One rea son why a five-hour flight remains part of
the Silver C certificate is to test mental
stamina . If glider pilots think of things
other than the job at hand they are not
concentrating enough . Because fluctua tions in concentration can often be traced
back to unsuitable nutrition or dehydration we will look closer into this interesting subject in a future article .
Soaring Australia
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Welcome To The
World Of Powered
Paragliding
Brett Coupland - Graham Sutherland

owered paragliding is the
cheapest, simplest and
arguably the safest form
of powered recreational
flight. The equipment can often
be packed up small enough to
fit in a sedan's boot and back
seat, although most pilots prefer
not to fully disassemble their
paramotors and instead put them
in a station wagon, in a van or on
racks etc. As such you can be in
the air with only a few minutes
preparation. You don't need an
airstrip for launching, a beach
or good-sized field is sufficient.
You're not confined to dynamic
or thermic lift and can almost fly
anywhere you choose.
The thing that really separates
paramotors from other powered
aircraft is the very low flying
speed. Typical flying speed is only
about 36km/h. There are performance wings available that will
take you 55 to 65km/h. However,
most find that the enjoyment of
paramotoring is flying low, slow,
on an adventure and seeing the
world from a different perspective.
Powered paragliding can be
safer than unpowered. This is
because paramotor pilots have
a lot more options for launching
and landing and can generally
choose safer conditions and situations in which to fly. Many paramotor pilots fly in the very light
conditions of early morning and
late afternoon. The low speed
of paramotors and ability to
land just about anywhere is
the reason paramotoring
be the safest form of nnwiIl,rAi
recreational flight.

P
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Paramotoring can be a quick way to learn about
thermalling as you can't bomb out and end up on the
deck if you lose the thermal. Turning off the engine
at altitude and gliding in silence can be done with
both hand start and electric start options available.
Thermalling under power and using idle or engine
off for the glides, you will go further and faster than
if you try to imitate free flying.
Whether you like turning off the engine and
gliding in silence or looking at the rainbow around
your shadow on the tops of clouds or like dragging
your boots along deserted beaches, it is the most
enjoyable sport and a great way to expand your flying
capabilities and experiences.
Following are photos taken by paramotor pilots
for the PICO Club's 2009 photo competition.
For further information about powered paragliding, please visit [www.thepico.com.au] or
[www.hgfa.asn.au/]
January 2010
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High Adventure
Paramotors 1'Irft...
$4900 - $9900

Wings from $2800 • ~"'ILJI"
Reserves, Varios, Helmets,
Radios and a whole lot more
Contact us for your FREE
paramotoring course.

0429844961
fly@highadventure.com.au

www.highadventure.com.au
28 Soaring Australia
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HGFA News· • • •
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pilot needs, and at
a entry level price!
Note: Beware of
early v1/v2 versions
(including clone
Brauniger-branded
units) which are

NEW PRODUCTS

Safety and Fun Together:
Bodyguard XL II
The Bodyguard II by U-Turn is now available in size XL along with certification as
bi-place . So the outstanding safety level
- the Bodyguard once was the first glider
with the revolutionary AFS-system - with
DHV1/LTFl EN :A -certification finds its
way into tandem paragliding. The takeoff-weight for the canopy is 120 to 150kg.
Thanks to the application of innovative
NCV cloth, the canopy weights despite its
34,2m' area flat only 6kg .
More than every other Bi-place, the
Bodyguard II XL similarly stands for safety
and flying fun . By implementing a lot
of technical innovations, designer Ernst
Strobl managed to create a stable canopy
with great performance and the agility of
the canopy - if wanted - leaves nothing
to be desired.
Similar to the smaller sizes the Bodyguard II XL offers an optimised alteration
in the offset of the profiles in the outer
area . More flight agility which reacts more
directly to navigating impulses is the result
of the trim adjustment in this method
of construction . In this combination the
approved AFS-system still guarantees
highest safety. The Bodyguard II XL is
available in four colour combinations.
U-Turn GmbH [www.u-turn.del

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

not updated as
v3 - they do not
have all functions
operational!
The 6015 has the
usual GPS Nav/Route/
Goto features for competition flying, new
vario filtering technology, and simple USB
uploading of IGC files for OLC comps and
analysis on Google Earth and SeeYou . A
number of user customisable pages are
available to maximise the data outputs
like wind speed/direction, compass,
heading/bearing, race start cylinder info,
stall warning, etc.
A very handy feature is the 'Last
Thermal Pointer', which uses high-tech
analysis software to point the pilot back
to the last thermal in case of losing the
core. A feature that will please entry level
and experienced pilots alike .
The 6015 is also an excellent back-up
instrument for serious PG/HG comp pilots
who already have the big brother 6020/
30 instruments or as a first GPS/vario integrated instrument for new comp pilots.
RRP is $715 and the unit comes with
a two-year warranty. Australian importer
(Godfrey Wenness) is the only flight instrument importer who stocks and installs
spare parts (such a LCD screens, keypads,
etc), and also offers a replacement unit
for all Flytec models in the unlikely event
yours needs a repair.
For more information and a dealer
near you contact: Manilla Paragliding,
Godfrey Wenness. Ph : 02 67856545, email
<skygodfrey@aol .com>.
For product info on the web: [www.
flytec.coml.

Bodyguard XL II

Flytec Release New Entry Level
GPS Integrated Vario: The 6015
After two years of extensive R& ['. Flytec
of Switzerland have released the new
6015 model. It combines the size and
weight of the world 's #1 selling vario, the
6005, with a high-tech 20-channel GPS
engine, specialised XC software and 40
hours of battery life.
The 6015 with version 3 firmware
provides all the basic integrated GPS/vario
functions a cross-country and soaring
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Skywalk Chili2 in Sizes
Sand M with LTF1-2 and EN-B!
With the Chili2, we now have the first
LTFl-2 (EN-B) certified glider driven by
the innovative Skywalk three-line system .
By combining this with an aspect ratio
of 5,65, we have achieved a performance
level never seen before in this class. Jet
Flap technology, a lot of intuition, joined
with testing and trim to provide high
reliability and virtually perfect handling .
The Chili2 has successfully achieved
homologation in S (75 to 95kg) and M (85

Chili2

to 11 Okg) and closes the hole between
the Tequila2 and Cayenne3.
Both, XC pilots and ambitious thermal
seekers, will enjoy a new perspective with
the extremely high comfort factor offered
by the Chili2. The singular level of performance is easy to access and makes it
possible for pilots to realise their dreams!
[www.skywalk .infol

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
FAI NEWS

New Hang Glider Record
FAI has ratified the following Class 0
(Hang Gliders) World record :
Claim number: 15520
Sub-class: 0-1 (HG with a rigid primary
structure/controlled by weightshift)
Category: General
Type of record: Speed over a triangular
course of 100km
Course/location: Zapata, TX (USA)
Performance: 49.Bkm/h
Pilot: Dustin MARTIN (USA)
Hang Glider: Wills Wing T2C
Date: 27 July 2009
Previous record: 44.1 km/h (24.07.2002,
Martin HENRY, Canada)
FAI congratulates the pilot on this
splendid achievement.
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FIFTH MELBOURNE CUP VINTAGE RALLY
31 OCTOBER TO 8 NOVEMBER 2009
Bendigo Gliding Club, Raywood
Dave Goldsmith

ell, I'm not likely to say it wasn 't
a good time - but I reckon that
most of those who came WOULD
say it was a great time!
Run by the Bendigo Gliding Club in
conjunction with their popular annual
cross-country coaching course, many
were the comments of appreciation for
the friendly assistance, good food and
clubhouse facilities available . Launches
were provided by two tugs, a winch,
and auto towing .
The weather started out warm to
hot but with a little more wind than we
would liked, and we missed a day's flying
on Melbourne Cup Day; but one rest day
out of nine isn't bad! From Wednesday
the rally had ideal conditions, with light
winds and an increasing temperature giving long flights and heights over 9000ft.
Scattered cumuli dotted the sky on most
days. Weather briefings were kindly given
by Terry Bellair and Caleb White.
After Sunday's briefing Ian Bogaard
gave a presentation detailing progress on
his Jaskolka restoration . This fascinating
high performance vintage glider is the
only one of the type in Australia and has
not flown for many years. It had advanced
features including easy rigging, automatic
control connection, retractable undercarriage, and fowler flaps. We look forward
to seeing it grace our skies once again .

Mal Bennett also gave a comprehen sive rundown on progress with the
Minimoa buildir)g project. This rare and
beautiful gull-winged sailplane has not
been seen before in Australia, and the
building process is very complex.
A good roll up of visiting vintage
gliders, supplemented by the local ones,
gave a total of 13 vintage craft. In addition, VGA member Robert Percival visited
with his Libelle, and Keith Nolan brought
his Sapphire ultralight for the morning
temp trace flights.

Vintage Gliders Present At The Rally
•

Ka-7 VH-GPG with John MCCorquodale
and Arie Van Spronssen from Central
Coast Gliding Club, north of Sydney

•

Ka-7 VH-GNU from Adelaide with
John Ingram

•

Ka-6E VH-GGV from Adelaide with
Erik Sherwin

•

Cobra VH-GJS from Benalla with
Scott Penrose and family

•

ES60 Boomerang VH-GQY from
Bacchus Marsh with Bob Hickman
and Neil Hardiman

•

Slingsby Dart 17R VH-IZO from
Benalla with John King

•

Woodstock VH-HNW with
Peter Raphael

•

Super Woodstock VH-GFJ with
Mal Bennett

•

15-2902 VH-HNC with Patrick Roberts

•
•
•

Ka6CR VH-HNA with John Mackley
ESKa6 VH-GNB with Jenne Goldsmith
Ka-6E VH-GEA with Dave Goldsmith

•

ASK13 VH-GPY with Dave and Jenne,
making the glider's first flight in over
eight years

[www.vintageglidersaustralia.org.au] - Articles and photos courtesy Vintage Times

A turbo for the Ka7 after a three-minute flight

Also rigged and present were the
Hutter 17 VH-HNV, (formerly VH -GDM)
and Bocian VH-GQJ .
Additionally, vintage supporters to
visit the rally included Alan and Wendy
Pilkington, Dennis Hipperson, Eddie
and Judy Self, Vintage Gliders Australia
president Alan Patching, Keith Willis, Ian
Bogaard from the Hunter Valley Gliding
Club, and Ross Birch from Geelong
Gliding Club . Scott's family were present;
Amanda due to have their second child
soon and Scott getting some flying in
while he has the chance! WIN TV and
the Bendigo Advertiser both featured
the rally in their presentations.
No vintage tasks were set, and pilots
could participate in the coaching course
task, nominate their own flight task,
or carry out local flying. Quite a few
elected to fly cross-country as conditions
improved and good progress was made
each day. Certificates and Cherry Ripes
were awarded at morning briefing to the
pilot making the highest height, longest
distance or greatest duration flight on
the previous day. A vintage of a different
kind, (red), was presented to the overall
winners at the final briefing .
Saturday, 31 October was hot, with
a northerly blowing. Over 13 hours were
flown in six flights. Patrick in his IS29
soared for three hours 31 minutes and
150km to get the best distance and time
of the day. Erik in his Ka6E and John
Ingram and Dave Goldsmith in the Ka7
shared best height of 8000ft.
Sunday, 1 November saw higher tem peratures with the wind now from the
south. Thermals were hard to come by for
all except Scott, who started early and
scooped the pool with 100km up to 9300ft
in a three hour 16 minutes flight in the
January 2010

Cobra . With si x other flights the day's
total was only four hours and 19 minutes.
Monday, 2 November was forecast to
be 36-degrees as the crosswind allowed
us to launch into the north and land into
the south .
Again thermals were not easy or
plentiful, but Jenne managed 87km in
two hours 54 minutes up to 7680ft to
scoop the pool in her Ka6 GNB, landing
at the farm of family friends, Bruce and
Jean McClymont, where Australia's only
Pik Vasama patiently awaits restoration! .

Patrick receives his award for best distance from Peter

The day's total was five hours 23 minutes.
Tuesday, 3 November, Melbourne
Cup Day, the weather turned cool with
a south-westerly blowing out the day,
but bringing in a better airmass.
Wednesday, 4 November we were
back in business with 22 hours 26 minutes
including seven flights over two hours.
It was Erik's turn to scoop the pool with
130km in four hours 27 minutes up
to 6780ft.
Thursday, 5 November flying was
delayed by a windy morning with a tem perature of 22°C. Still some good flights
were done, with the day's total standing
at 10 hours 41 minutes. Today Neil
scooped the pool in GQY, with 81 km
in three hours 17 minutes to 5100ft.
Friday, 6 November was a great day;
27°C with a wind from the east-northeast. Large cumulus gave good climbs
and most went cross-country. There were
nine flights over two hours and over
1250km were flown . It was a day for the
two-seaters as Ian Bogaard and Peter
Raphael climbed the K13 to 8500ft while
John McCorquodale and Arie flew the
Ka7 189km to Echuca and a tour down
the Murray River. Bob Hickman in GQY
had the longest flight of five hours 36

John and Arie receive their goodies from Edna for flying
their Ka7 189km on Friday

minutes, while the day's total reached 34
hours nine minutes.
Saturday, 7 November was another
good day with 22 hours 59 minutes and
over 861 km flown . Patrick flew the first
300km of the rally with 326km in the fast
time of four hours 12 minutes in the IS29.
Jenne Goldsmith had the longest flight
of five hours five minutes in GEA, while
Peter Raphael coaxed his Woodstock to
9351ft. Peter had four launches on the
day using his auto tow system. Peter had
worked hard to support the activities and
Soaring Australia
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[www.vintageglidersaustralia.org.au] - Articles and photos courtesy Vintage Times

had suffered
from flu, so it
was nice to see
him get some good
flying at last! Four pilots
achieved over 9000ft.
As many were packing up for the
long trip home, the break-up briefing
was held . Winners of the 'red vintage' for
the highest altitude were Peter Raphael
with 9351ft, longest distance Patrick with
326km and longest duration Bob with five
hours 36 minutes. Thanks were extended
to the Bendigo club for the incredible
amount of support shown to all visitors
in hosting a great rally.

CORNER

A special vintage red was presented
to John McCorquodale and Arie Van
Spronssen, who brought their glider the
greatest distance to the rally. They were
also presented with a colourful turbo
award for the shortest flight of three
minutes. Eddie Self also received a similar
award to encourage him to leave the
ground at the next rally.
An impromptu evening barbecue at
John Mackley's van-side became quite
an occasion, with good food, wine, and
people coming from everywhere. A rather
rowdy group of DG (plastic) glider pilots
from the next van were making quite
a hullabaloo, but at least their music
was good!
Sunday, 8 November proved that
the best weather
starts when everyone
has left, as only Mal
and Dave fronted up
to fly. Mal needed to
leave early, but still
managed a Mitiamo
return in his Super
Woodstock before
leaving. Recovering
from the previous
evening revelry, Dave
flew GEA 346km,
climbing to 9788 ft in
five hours 22 minutes
to stake a claim for
the Vintage Glider
Association's Geoff
Gifford Trophy for
flights between the
annual rally. It was
a quiet but satisfying
end to what had
been a great week
with great friends.

Ian Bogaard

Congratulations to all who came!
Some excellent flights were made,
perhaps the best being the 189km jaunt
taken by Arie Van Spronssen and John
McCorquodale in the Ka-7 to Echuca
and down the Murray River. However,
the point in vintage gliding is not to
fly farthest, fastest or highest, but to
fly for the most pleasure and the most
fun! Each pilot decides what he would
like to do and where he would like to
go on the day. There is no pressure, no
stress, just the desire to enjoy vintage
gliders and the company of other pilots .
While the gliders of yesteryear have
varying characteristics and some have
limited performance, they each have
their plusses, such as low sink rates and
being fun to fly. There are financial
advantages too, as they are often much
cheaper to buy and most don't have
airframe life limitations. They also come
in different colours!
Vintage Gliders Australia would like
to thank the members and assistants
of the Bendigo Gliding Club for putting
on such a friendly rally, and for all the
hard work to ensure the smooth running
of the rally and the wellbeing of all
the participants. Your efforts are
greatly appreciated!

AUSTRALIAN CLUB AND
SPORTS CLASS NATIONALS·

Lake Keepit. 9 to 20 November 2009
Jo Pocklington

THE 2009 AUSTRALIAN CLUB AND SPORTS CLASS NATIONALS AT LAKE KEEPIT, NSW, WERE A DEFINITE

TEST FOR A CHAMPION I N EACH CLASS .

he days were hot - many in
excess of 40°C - and there
was no time off from practice
to the final competition day;
12 straight days of flying .
Conditions varied from low and diffi-

T

cult on the flat country to high and fast
under towering cu, with climbs of 12kt
and good streeting, and occasionally
Cb and lightning.
The safety committee decided to fly
on, with no rest day declared unless there
were mass outlandings. Towards the end
of the competition, several pilots opted
to stay on the ground for a day or two,

Club Class sixth placegetter Kris Kauffmann
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not feeling up to continuing. There were
many trips to Tamworth to replenish
oxygen cylinders.
Club Class winner, Peter Trotter,
said that the competition showcased
Lake Keepit, which has some of the
most varied and interesting terrain
including Mt Kaputar, the lake itself, the
Pilliga scrub and the flatlands in
the valley between .

"This year the weather excelled, with
day after day above 10000ft and tasks
every day of the competition, which
kept the competitors and the organisers

Morning briefing

Paul Mander took out second place in Club Class
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Coming in over lake Keepit

occupied for the whole two weeks, "
Peter said.
"The full roll-up of nearly 60 competitors guaranteed strong competition in
both Club and Sports Class right through
till the last day. Competition gliding in

Australia is alive and healthy with pilots
coming from five states and strong
representation from juniors and women. "
The competition was well run by the
Lake Keepit team :

Contest director - Jenny Ganderton, club
mid-week manager, instructor, tuggie.
Competition organiser - Dave Shorter.
Tugmaster - Ron Cameron.
Safety - Vic Hatfield.
Tasksetter - Bruce Taylor.

Allan Barnes and Jo Davis

Hank Kauffmann

~~rz

''n-

I

Competing pilot Bill Wilkinson with his tug pilot wife Val
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Weather - Harry Medlicott.
Chief marshal - Jim Staniforth.
Registration - Peter Sheils.
Scorer - Chris Carr assisted by the
club's Finish tuggie, Juho.
Catering - Wendy Medlicott.
Bar - Robin Walker.

Chad Nowak and Ziggy Kusiak

RESULTS
CLUB CLASS - FIRST 15 OF 30 ENTRIES

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

9902
9643
9629
9541
9228
9125
9018
8882
8030
7857
7796
7426
7402
7315
7282

IIC
GAK
GMF
FQM
EAT
XKD
VWV
GWR
GWL
GZZ
GMV
XJY
GLB
GOP
IKX

Trotter Peter
Mander Paul
Barnes Allan
Codling Mike
Collings Craig
Kauffmann Kris
Crowhurst Jim
Woolley Adam
Davis Jo
Peitsch David
Nowak Chad
Greig Andrew
Dalton Mark
Southgate Phillip
Speight Gary

Kingaroy
Narromine
Darling Downs
Darling Downs
LKSC
Kingaroy
Kingaroy
Kingaroy
Darling Downs
Canberra
Darling Downs
Beverly
Kingaroy
SDASC
LKSC

ASW 20A
Libelle
LS 1f
SC Hornet
ASW 19
Discus CS
ASW 19
LS 1 f
ASW 19
ASW 20
Hornet
LS 7
Libelle 201B
Std. Cirrus
Twin Astir

Kingaroy ASG
LKSC
AAFC Warwick
Kingaroy
Kingaroy
Kingaroy
Darling Downs
VMFG
Corangamite
Kingaroy
Kingaroy
Geelong
GCV
LKSC

29E
Ventus 2cxt
ASG 29
Ventus 2ext
ASG 29
LS 8
Ventus 2ex
ASG 29
Ventus 2CM
ASG 29 E
LAK 17/18m
LS 8T/18m
LS 8
Ventus 2CXT

SPORTS CLASS - FIRST 14 OF 28 ENTRIES

Sammy the Snail presenter, 'little Petunia'

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Chris and Adam Woolley

Richard Hoskings
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10442
10102
9818
9266
9190
8674
8581
8400
8338
8286
8082
7925
7764
7731

IDJ
ZKT
XTK
XGK
YHK
PNL
ULZ
ZDW
VTT
VIT
OBH
FQF
OKZ
KRJ

Jansen David
Taylor Bruce
Claffey Tom
Kolb Greg
Kauffmann Hank
Trotter Li sa
Zehnder Lars
Wilson Dave
Tabart Tony
Teese Ivan
Hatfield Bill
Buelter Rolf
Wilson Tim
Medlicott Harry

Sports Class winner David Jansen
and his lovely wife and crew, Lesley
Soaring Australia
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PRE-FLIGHT COMPLACENCY
Gabriel Toniolo

AfTER FLYING FOR NEARLY 17 YEARS YOU 'D THlNK rVE LEARNT THE FUNDAMENTAL VALUE OF TAKING
THAT LITTLE EXTRA TIME TO DO A PRE - FLIGHT CHECK IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO HOPPlNG INTO THE
HARNESS/ GUDER. BUT
MAY NOT

~EALISE

THE~E

ARE TIMES WHEN

HEAD IS JUST ' NOT Q!)lTE RIGHT AND YOU

UNTIL AFTER AN EVENT OR INCIDENT.

21 October 2009, myself and three
other pilots headed off to Mt
Broughton (aka Thistle Hill) for
a mid-week flight. I thought I was
feeling great, but having over-trained
(exercised) on the previous two days and
not having slept much the night before,
because of muscle soreness and fatigue,
I was actually quite run down.
The four of us started setting up.
As I pulled out the battens for my C4, I
noticed a batten tip was missing. I had no
idea where it would have been lost and,
as it was the first I had lost, was overly
annoyed that I had . Fortunately, Will
had a spare to offer me and I continued
setting up.
Further into the set-up process I found
the tip inside my sail. Then, as I contin ued to set up, I noticed another t ip was
missing after having inserted the batten
with it on . I knew it couldn't be far from
where it was positioned on the wing, so I
looked for it and looked for it and looked
for it. I knew this one was going to be
easier to find , so I kept looking for it. Will
then offered the spare again so that I
could continue setting up, but I kept looking for it. I was obsessed with finding the
bloody thing. So, still mentally distracted,
I continued to set up.
I had a little trouble with putting one
of the two nose battens in, so I released
the tension and fitted the nose battens
and nose nappy. Before completing the
set-up process the others were ready.
Scott and Adrian had not flown the site
before and wanted Will to launch first. So
we all assisted Will to launch . Following
that, Adrian got into his glider.
In the meantime I continued setting
up my glider and still had a go at finding
the batten tip . When Adrian was ready,
Scott and I assisted him to launch and for
his first few passes in the ridge lift. Scott
then made his final checks whilst I kept
looking for the batten tip. I then assisted
Scott to launch and take-off. Will had
already landed and it appeared Adrian
36 Soaring Australia
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was about to land, so I rushed to my glider in a hope to have some airtime with
Scott still in the air.
I got to my glider and hopped into
the harness, put on my helmet and
started searching for my flying glasses.
Couldn't find those either, very annoyed
with myself, I proceeded to launch. I
walked about 150m to launch and with
the occasional gust, put the glider down
when necessary and then continued .
The wind had changed to a little
more SSW than it had been for the
others, so I took off from the 'normal '
launch position . Launch was fine and I
maintained launch height in the light
ridge lift. I hooked a little thermal and
started circling in it, but found the glider
was rolling in a lot during the turns and
seemed to be flying too fast. I circled
and climbed about 300ft above launch,
but felt uncomfortable with the glider's
characteristics.
Scott had already landed so I headed
out in a straight line down the little ridge
that headed towards the LZ. The glider
was flying way too fast and it appeared
the bar trim position was out as far as I
could reach. Each time I drew the bar into
'normal ' trim position, the glider started
oscillating. I didn't know what was going
on, so I continued heading to the LZ.
I decided to pull on the VG cord to
see if more VG would help. Unfortunately, the cord just kept coming out without
any resistance at all. I radioed down to
the others and advised that I thought I
had a VG cord locked on full as the cord
was out about three metres and was
not returning .
I thought I was going to have plenty
of height to reach the designated LZ
(across the road) . The two novice pilots
had landed in the 'old' LZ this side of
the road . I cleared the SWER well, but
realised I was descending too quickly and
wouldn't make it over the road . Worried that I would glide too far in ground
effect to land before the fence I was aim-

ing toward, I decided to do a little S-turn
to lose some height, when I turned left
I dropped rapidly. I barely managed to
hurriedly get the glider facing into wind
again when I hit the ground and skidded for about four or five metres, then
stopped . The glider never got into final
glide nor did it show any ground effect
glide. (The final moments are captured on
video [www.ridethespiral.net/?p= 1231].)
As the others began to rush towards
me, I radioed that I was unharmed. The
only immediately noticeable damage
was a bent upright.
Upon checking the glider to find
the problem, I was 'freaked out' when
I noticed the tension wasn't on . I then
remembered that I let off the tension to
fix the nose batten, but never returned
to re-tension the glider! If that wasn't
enough to humble me and to further
shatter my already affected headspace,
I noticed my far-left sprog wasn 't zipped
up. Then, to rub further insult, I found
I was wearing my flying glasses hanging
off the front of my shirt under my jacket.
It was obvious after the flight that my
head was somewhere else that day, even
though I felt alright on the day and was
looking forward to flying the hill which
I hadn't flown for about four years.
I discussed the day with our 550 that
night before our club meeting and at
some length at the meeting . The biggest
error on my part was not just what happened on the day. My biggest issue was
that I had become complacent about 'PreFlight Checks'. After flying for 17 years
I had fallen into the mistaken trap of
believing that if I was methodical about
my set-up procedure, the pre-flight check
was automatically done.
All I did before launch was look at
the glider for overall shape and mentally
look at the glider and recall all the steps I
took . Whilst this can account for the fact
that the tension was left off (as I had
pulled it on - but mentally did not think
of whether I had then released it), it
January 2010

doesn't account for the fact that a sprog
was left unsecured.
The big lesson for me, which I know
should be obvious for all pilots, is to do at
least two (2) thorough pre-flight checks.
One immediately following the set-up
process and one immediately before getting into a hooked-in harness.
Following a follow-up discussion w ith
our 550, he has suggested we return to
an old practice of helping each other with
an additional pre-flight check performed
by another pilot when available. This
would not replace one of the two preflight checks mentioned above, but would
be an additional and third pre-flight
check . This check doesn 't have to be from
an advanced pilot, and novices who are
unfam iliar w ith the newer advanced gliders should not feel unequipped to do the
check on behalf of an advanced pilot. The
basic components of a glider are similar,
and a visual check from a fresh pair of
eyes will never go astray.
Whilst I walked away without a
scratch, I feel extremely lucky to be alive.
Had I known what was going on whilst I
was flying, I wouldn 't have hesitated in
throwing my reserve chute . And, whilst I

wasn't panicking
during the flight,
through my ignorance, I shat myself
when I saw what

So ... What's the
wind doing?
I can't get
reception ...
Is it on?

was wrong after
getting out of the
glider. The enormity of the error is
still with me. The
"Irresponsible Technology"
whole event was
an emotional roller
I was at Stanwell and there was a pilot looking at his mobile, then
looking at the weather station that is connected to the [flystanwell}
coaster. On the
website. He was trying to check the wind strength on his iphone.
day, I was thankIn my day we used our hands, grass thrown in the air - if you
ing the gods for
were rich a Hall asi - windlines, etc. - not a $1000 iphone!
my good fortune.
Then the next day,
Are we loosing skills or just moving with technology?
I considered myself
Thanks to Adam Hunt for the cartoon .
Tony Dennis
unlucky, as the
wings should have
folded up as soon as I picked up the glidread it about someone else too. But, I got
er. How those wings didn't fold up during
away with it for whatever reason. I hope
the walk to launch or through the few
that the story scares you enough into ensur360's I did whilst thermal ling, I just don't
ing your series of pre-flight checks either
know. But I am very lucky they didn 't fold
become or remain part of your routine .
up at the wrong time.
Pre-flight, Pre-flight, Pre-flight, PreI realise many will think this was a stuflight, Pre-flight, Pre-flight, Pre-flight!
pid and fundamental error. That's what
I would have thought if I had heard or

POI.

WE ARE IN THE FLYING BUSINESS

AufflrALlA'S MOTOR/SED PARAGLIDING SPECIALIST FOR FOOT LAUNCH & WHEEL BASED FL YING
Join us in the sky, there's nothing on Earth like it!
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Thermaliing at Tamborine

from what I have learnt in the past four
years, it would be:

Knowing where it lives and know
how to throw the reserve. As Jockey
says "remember to let it go".
Criteria for when to throw the reserve,
ie, mid-air collision, structural failure,
uncontrolled canopy below a critical
height, etc.
Managing the main and preparation
for landing post deployment.

• ••

I

,

.

FORALL THOSE PILOTS WHO ARE BUSTING TO GET AN OPPORTUNLTY TO THROW THEIR RESERVE PARACHUTE ONE DAY, I HAVE SOME
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO DLGEST BEFORE DOING SO . FROM
THE TITLE YOU MAY ALREADY HAVE CORRECTLY SURMLSED WHAT
TH[S ARTICLE [S ABOUT. YES , [ RECENTLY DEPLOYED MY RESERVE
UNSUCCESSFULLY AND SURVIVED TO WRITE ABOUT IT.

I

know some pilots voluntarily deploy their
reserve during SIV training in a controlled
situation, but for most of us, our experience is limited to watching safety videos,
reading articles - both theoretical and
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other pilots direct experiences (Ethan has
written a few!), talking to our instructors
and other pilots and also piecing together
scenarios in our heads.
I am far from an expert, but if I had to
categorise stages of reserve deployment

My opportunity arose after about an
hour of flying during the first task of the
Canungra Cup late October 2009 . I had
got really low (60m agl) found a weak,
drifting thermal which I tracked for just
over one kilometre in approximately
0.3 to O.Sm/s lift, this seemed to trigger
at a clump of trees and rapidly became
a 4 to Sm/s thermal.
I felt I was adequately centred in the
thermal, but then after two or three full
turns in the stronger climb, I experienced
a full frontal (symmetrical leading edge
collapse) and then a complete collapse of
my canopy. This was at about 160m agl.
I suspect due to some incorrect brake
input immediately after the collapse,
I experienced a fairly violent pitching
forward of my canopy on re-opening
and I did not manage to stop it before
the wing frontalled and completely
collapsed for a second time, this time
in a horseshoe fashion . I had lost around
60m, so now a little under 100m agl.
I quite instinctively decided that one
of my criteria had been met, ie, lack of
control below a critical height. I tossed
the reserve horizontally to my right with
a relatively strong throw and had managed to do so while my canopy was still
in a collapsed state out in front and a
little above me. The reserve dropped a
little below me before I started to fall
fast enough to overtake it. Although I did
not visualise the next bit as I had looked
down to assess my ground clearance,
I believe my canopy reopened asymmetrically with the left side flying first and
possibly with a right wingtip caught, ie, a
cravatte, resulting in the canopy sweeping
around to the right and collecting my yet
unopened reserve mid-way up my lines.
I was now in a right turning spiral with
insignificant reserve canopy open and
approximately 30% of my main canopy
open and no, or at least minimal, control
of my left brake presumably due to
entanglement with the reserve .
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6005 Worldwide # I fully featured entry model ......... $495.00
6015GPS GPS in a 6005 - new XC varia (with v3 s!ware) •• $715.00
6020GPS PG verso like 6030 but no pitot for ASI . ... . $1650.00
6030GPS HG version (inc mount) .... . . .. ... .. . ..... . $1970.00
Sonic Mini vario audio only . .. .. . ........... .. . . . .. $270.00
Windwatch windspeed+temp ..... . .... .. .... . . . .... $190.00
JDC
h windspeed only . .... . . . . .... . .. . .. . $121.00
I

At the Gold Coast hospital

It seemed the tim e between being aware of my less than
favourable situation and lying on the ground was a mere millisecond, according to my GP5 track it was si x or seven seconds
travelling at a little over 1Om/s vertically and with similar rota t ional , or horizontal, speed .
50 the purpose of this artice was not to dwell on my poor
piloting skills that resulted in the second collapse, nor on my
injuries, but expla in that my experience left me wondering
wheth er or not I had done a stupid thing by throwing my
reserve while in a relatively stationary position . At the time of
deployment I would have had only a small amount of forward
momentum and small amount of downward velocity, but
starting to accelerate. I have never heard anyone discuss, nor
have I read anything about the pros and cons of doing so and,
no, I don 't have an answer. These, however, are a few things
that have been crossing my mind:
If I had waited until my canopy was flying again, it may
well have cravatted and I then would have entered a spiral
and the reserve, if still deployed in time, would have had
a centrifugal force to assist its opening. It also may have
taken a bit longer to locate and deploy the reserve . At
least without reserve entanglement I would have had some
control of the spiralling canopy to attempt to gain a more

IC41 S inc extra HGFA & Manilla channels .......... . .. $399 .00
IC400PRO in car, 20 watt (inc extra chs) ... . .... . ... . $419 .00
Head Sets & S
Mic's ... ......... ..... ...... $77.00

Gek0201 I O,OOOpts 3D track log, great back up unit. $189 .00
GPSMAP76 10,OOOpts 3D track log and mopping . .. . $269 .00
GPSMAP76CSX colour with SD mem-card slo!... ... $489.00
All Garmin models available at Australia's best discount

. ~"

adiaas
Elevation with special LST lens . . .. . .. .. ...... ... ... .. . $175.00
Evil Eye with special LST lens . ... . .. . ..... . . ...... . . . .. . $175.00
Optical insert special insert for all models .. .... ... . . . . . $66.00
All Adidas models at 30%+ disc to RRP !

w,~·
Downhill Full Face (airsports certified) ....... .... . . .. . . $242.00
Jetstream Open Face (airsports cerlified) . .. .. .. .. . .. $220.00

SuperFly GTX the best safety available . .. . . . . . . .. . $385 .00
GTX fighter weight version ..... . .... . . ... ... .. ..... $365 .00

level flight.
If I had overcome my impulse to throw the reserve immediately, I may have been tempted to try and regain control

Understanding the Sky Dennis Pagan's off time classic
reference guide to everything you need to know about the

of the canopy. This could easily have ended up in the exact

weather- for off soaring pilots . . . .. ... . ... . . . . . .. ... .. . . .. .

same position only 30 or more metres lower and admittedly
I had already reached one of my criteria to justify deployment of the reserve. Alternatively I may have flown away
successfully found the thermal again and then flew to goal!
Once I deployed my reserve, I may have prevented the
canopy from flying into the unopened reserve, either by
initiating

The Art of Paragliding Pagan 's easy to

$77.00

use classic

reference book for Novice and Intermediate skills . .... ..

$99.00

Thermal Flying

The best ever thermaffing and XC text book
(for PG/HGj by German expert Burkhard Martens. Great diagrams

and explanations .. .. . ... .. . . ... .. ..... .... .. .... ..... .. .... ..

110.00

a stall (B-line or full brake) or just by applying

necessary brake input to steer the canopy away from the
reserve on its re -opening. Maybe this would have resulted
in an equal descent rate to that of my unopened reserve.
I honestly don 't think I had a lot of time to locate B-risers,

Speed to Fly/Security in Flight DBL. ... .... .... $66.00
Manilla Sky PG Wor(ds 2007 (90minsj .. . . ..... ..... ... $33.00
Getting High xc Open 2005 (40minsj . . ...... . .... ...
.00

etc, given how quickly things progressed.

Paragliding

I am sure there are a multitude of factors that prevent a
black and white answer, but no doubt all are worth discussing .
I would certainly like to hear other pilots views in relation

Sales - Service - Expert Advice - Tuition

Ph : 02 67856545
email: skygodfrey@aoLcom

to my experience.

www.flymanilla.com
_
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NARROMINE CUP WEEK
Anne Elliott

AFTER DAYS OF lNACTIVITY, TH E WEATH ER GODS TOOK PITY ON THE 40 OR SO GLIDER PILOTS
GATHERED AT NARROMlN E AERODROME AN 0 GAVE THEM A CHANCE TO DO WHAT THEY HAD
COME TO TOWN FOR - TO TAKE PART IN NARROMlNE CUP WEEKAND SOAR THE SKIES TO THElR
HEARTS CONTENT.

ganiSed by the Narromine Gliding
Club, Cup week is held annually
during the last full week of Novem-

O

ber. It attracts pilots from throughout
Australia and some overseas' countries,

however, numbers were down in the
latest (2009) gathering.
Hot, strong and gusty winds on the
Sunday, the first day of the Cup week,
and Monday gave no hope for launching;
Tuesday saw a few gliders launch into
mediocre conditions; while on Thursday
a few brave souls took to the skies only
to scurry home after a couple of hours
when violent thunderstorms developed
over the area. Weather condition on
Saturday, the last day of the get-together,
caused cancellation of flying .
However, most pilots reported that
Wednesday was the day for some typical
November soaring in the area, with flights
of up to nearly 600, 700, 800 and 900km .
Two days later, on Friday, the online contest report showed several long distance
flights were achieved from Narromine;
the longest 763km by Chad Nowak.
Congratulations to (Old) Bill Hatfield
who took out the Cup. Winner of the
Rooster award was Paul Thompson.

Glenn Mclean

WEDNESDAY
According to Pam Kurstjens the weather
was expected to be best to the north, so
many pilots set off in the direction of
Walgett, on the basis of the RASP forecast.
"However, at the time of launch, you

could see that it was blue in that direction,
while the sky had filled up with cu everywhere else and it looked very good to
the south. Terry Belair, in his talk about
weather and tasksetting, said, 'you must
not ignore what you can see if it looks
different from the forecast'. This was the
day to heed that advice!" said Pam.
"It wasn't long before the pilots heading towards Walgett were complaining
about the difficult blue conditions, but
they were still hoping that the forecast cu
would suddenly appear. It remained blue
in that direction the whole day.
Gerrit and Paul Bourgard declared
the Lake Keepit-Walgett 750km triangle.
Met man David Wilson
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Greg Schmidt (the Queensland one)

They had a good run to Lake Keepit, with
cumulus, with very good climbs to 7000ft
amsl, but it blued out on the second leg,
and they abandoned the task halfway
along this leg. Gerrit flew to Wellington,
where he reached his maximum altitude
for the day, 10000ft. Pepe Gresa's flight
was similar, going to Mt Kaputar and
Parkes, with a maximum of 10000ft,"
Pam said.

Narromine cup Week winner, (Old) Bill Hatfield, deep
in thought at a Lake Keepit comp's briefing
Photo: Siggy Nowak
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Brett Buchanan

Paul Bourgard and Pepe Gresa
Lars Zehnder

The longest distance for the day was
Shinzo Takizawa/Haruka Kise, 892km,
followed by Gerrit 878km, Andy Smith
857km, Pepe 856km and Bill Hatfield
823km. Andy won the day on handicap
in his Ventus, and Gerrit was fastest
at 130km/h.

Peter Buskens

Photos Anne Elliott
January 2010

Narromine gliding instructor
and tuggie Keith Dixon with
Peter and Monica Griffiths
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GFA Executive Officer's Report
GFA secretary Marcia Cavanagh using
some of her annual leave for a bushman's
holiday helping out Beryl Hartley at the
event. OLC is reporting flights to 900km
and heights to over 9000ft. Great stuff!
Narromine is then hosting the NSW
State Gliding Championships, followed
immediately afterwards by JoeyGlide, so
lots of flying at that 'Mecca of Soaring' .
In WA, the Southern Cross Expedition
this year will be in early December, with
a few big winged gliders participating.
Unfortunately, I won't be attending this
year as it is too near to my retirement

R

you can see by the recent photo at
around 7000ft, I am practicing hard for
my impeding retirement, starting the

season off with a couple of 500km
flights in my Hornet.

Sporting
The season in the west has started slowly
with uncharacteristic low cool days. In
contrast, Queensland, South Australia and
New South Wales have had some bumper
weather. Congratulations to David Jansen
for 1033km in his ASG29 from Kingaroy
and Allan Barnes for a remarkable
982km flight in his LS1f at Darling Downs
both on the 18 October. Bernard Eckey
chipped in with a 1134km flight in South
Australia in early November in his ASH25 .
The Club/Sports Class at Lake Keepit was
an absolute burster with 11 continuous
competition days, most of which were
over 10 OOOft, resulting in some fantastic
speeds for the early generation plastic
gliders. Fifty-eight gliders competed and
Kingaroy members scored first in both
classes, (must be something in the water
up there).
Congratulations to the winners
and grinners:
CLUB CLASS

1
2
3
4

Peter Trotter
Paul Mander
Allan Barnes
Mike Codling

ASW 20A
Libelle
LS 1 f
Hornet

Kingaroy
Narromine
Darling Downs SC
Darling Downs SC

SPORTS CLASS

1
2
3
4

David Jansen
Bruce Taylor
Tom Claffey
Greg Kolb

ASG 29E
Ventus 2cxt
ASG 29
Ventus 2cxt

Kingaroy
LKSC
Warwick AAFC
Kingaroy

Crews and competition officials found
the plus-40°C days a bit hard to endure
while pilots were enjoying the cool of
the high altitude. Adam (WPP) Woolley
provided some excellent videos each day
on Facebook, which looks like having the
capability of adding another dimension
to competition reporting; thanks to Adam
for the ground-breaking innovation.
As this is being written, pilots are participating in Narromine Cup Week, with
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date and I have some admin projects that
I want to finish before I leave (Awww!)
Immediately after Southern Cross,
Cunderdin will be hosting their annual
Competition Enterprise (similar format to
Narromine Cup) and the great George Lee
has graciously accepted a WAGA invitation to attend to coach some lucky pilots
in Beverley's DG1000.
The 50th WA State competitions will
be in early January, with coaching in the
Beverley DG1000 and Narrogin's DG505
by guest coaches Allan Barnes and Phil
Ritchie. Hornet Mike Yankee will be there
to make up the numbers.
In South Australia, Waikerie is ramping up preparation for the Multi-class
Nationals in early January as you read
this. The limit of 60 gliders was almost
fully subscribed at the time of writing in
late November.
One would be tempted to comment
"What recession?" or maybe this is a
soaring-led recovery?

Administration
GFA Office Database Upgrade
Edwin Grech Cumbo is managing this
major Board-approved project and advises
that iMIS version 15.1 was installed on 5
November. The reports from staff are very
encouraging and they have expressed
confidence with the new features that
they are discovering. The top notch
database is operating normally. GFA
now has the public module facility that
allows members to update and maintain
their personal details, online, from their
home computers. This facility will be
progressively introduced along with
online purchase of membership and other
products/services over a period of months
in the new year.
The Executive has to consider whether
to host a server for that purpose in-house
or outsource the facility. Once that is
decided and set up, new secure functionality will be added to the GFA website.
It is expected that this will free up office

• •

resources to meet the increasing demand
on services from members. The upgrade
has some interesting member communication functionality, expect a full report in
following edition.
Edwin is to be congratulated on
managing the delivery of the upgrade
so far, on contracted deadline and under
budget. Thanks also to our computer
officer, Jerry Wells, the contracting deliverer, Iservices and, of course, Marcia and
our other wonderful office staff for their
good work.
Business Manager Recruitment
The replacement for the executive officer
position is now an upgraded business
manager. Emphasis is on accessibility to
the Melbourne office and broader duties
supporting the Executive in such items
as project management and financial
control. It also addresses the reality of
the hours required to be worked that
the job demands. A list of duties was
collated by the Executive and distributed
to interested applicants.
The job recruitment advertising was
undertaken in Soaring Australia, Recreational Aviation Australia, the Age newspaper, online with Seek .com and on the
GFA website. After the resulting distribution of the list of duties and application
forms, the campaign drew 14 written applications. A selection panel of the president, Daryl Connell, treasurer, Ian Grant
and vice-president, Phil McCann were to
conduct job interviews in early December.
An introductory profile of the new staff
member should be in the next edition.
Youth Sponsorship
Following on from the report last month
on the Executive's national agreement
on discount Introductory Memberships
for Australian Air Force Cadets (AAFC),
negotiations are in progress for a similar
agreement for the Scout movement.
Procedures outlining the conditions
attached to these two agreements
will be issued by the AAFC and Scout
Headquarters. The main thrust of the
agreement is that the youth organisation
will be responsible for the completion
of the introductory forms, collection
of the fees and submission to the GFA
secretariat, rather than a hosting club.
This confirms our joint concerns for
assurance of safe operation, adequate
insurance coverage and parental
permission prior to any such activity
taking place.
Any other youth organisation that
considers they should have a similar
agreement should contact GFA for details
of how to propose it to the Executive,
January 2010
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who can approve such agreements by
electronic voting in between face-toface meetings.
Duty of Care
I attended an Australia/New Zealand
Sports Law Association (ANZSLA) forum
in Perth early in November attended by
senior officers from about 20 WA sporting
associations. The agenda items were :
Duty of Care
Disputes and Mediation
'Play by the Rules' website upgrade
[www.playbytherules.net.au] viewed best

in Internet Explorer.
An extensive list of definitions and
case law concerning sporting organisations and clubs were included in the first
two presentations, which I will try and
put on the GFA website under GFA Information/Documents, recommended read ing for all gliding national, state and
club administrators.
The 'Play by the Rules' website contains
advice and training for member protection issues, again recommended viewing.
CASA
As this is written, CASA had still not signed
this financial year's Deed of Agreement,
although I signed an agreement on
behalf of GFA on 27 October. Evidently
the CASA legal department wish some
more modifications made to the agreement. It is hoped that signing will be
completed by both parties before my
retirement date in December 2009 .
GFA has given CASA the first sixmonthly report on gliding activities
required by signing the deed as a gesture
of good faith, in spite of no legal contract
existing at the time of the report. GFA is
relying on their reserves in the meantime
to maintain cash flow. The Deed, once
signed, will only run to 30 June 2010. It is
hoped that next year, CASA can prepare
the next Deed in a timelier manner.
CASA has also requested dates for
the annual corporate audit of the GFA
office in mid-December. CAS A has stated
that the audit will be for operations con ducted under CAO 95.4, rules, orders,
directions, standards and operational procedures contained in the GFA Operational
Regulations and other applicable manuals
and written directives of the GFA.
Aviation Safety Network
Aerosafe, CASA's consultant on risk
management, has been tasked to work
with sporting aviation organisations to
aid them in delivery of items of their
Deeds of Agreement. A regular 'webinar'
is to take place between Aerosafe and
a representative from each Sporting
Aviation Organisation (SAO); the first was
January 2010

to take place on 30 December which I was
to take part in.

Safety Management System
I have been providing some support for
the GFA operations staff in preparing
the presentation that our Chief Technical
Officer/Operations, Kevin Olerhead,
will be delivering to GFA members
nationally on the GFA's upgraded safety
management system . The main thrust
of this will be on clubs and members to
adopt a formal risk management profile,
which will be reviewed as part of the
club 's biennial site inspection.
In the meantime, the SMS Implemen-

Condolences are given to relations
and friends of the deceased for their
grievous loss.
Crawford Report
This report to the Federal Government on
the future of sport in Australia has just
been released and is available at [www.
sportpanel .org .au/i nternetlsportpa nel/
p u bl ish i ng. nsf/Conte ntlcrawford-re port] .
Many major sporting organisations
are reported as being not happy with this
report's recommendations. The Federal
Government will now consider this report
and direct the Australian Sport Commission (ASC) funding policy. Certainly minority sports such as ours will always have
difficulty in attracting meaningful fund-

tation group headed up by the GFA
president has rece ived documentation
support from Jenny Thompson, and will
be working in each state to implement
the desired changes. Expect more direct
communication from Daryl by electronic
newsletter on the subject.
Accident Reporting
This will form part of the SMS upgrade,
but GFA is still faced with the problem
that the Australian Transport Safety
Bureau (ATSB) continues to defer investi gation of sporting aviation accidents
to the State police. GFA, as a matter of
course, offers subject matter expertise to

ing, but with our proven success at world
championship level should give GFA some
leverage in funding applications.
GFA is still an ASC recognised National
Sporting Organisation, so our hat is still in
the ring .
On-Line Contest (OLC)
Internationally, it looks like Namibia is
providing a treasure trove of conditions
again for the annual European migration,
noting that on 24 November, Alexander
Mueller in an ASW22BLE achieved an
incredible 150.47km/h around a 1375km
quadrilateral task, thermals going to
18000ft. The barograph trace shows

the investigative body, but has no legal
standing or evidence protection against
legal action, as does the ATSB or the police.

a couple of 6000ft climbs in excess of
10kt average. Herr Mueller also did over
1000km tasks on the three preceding
days. See OLC on [www.onlinecontest.org/
01c-2.0] for details. It's hard to imagine
four days of 1000km weather!

Safety

Indeed, there have been legal requests
from various parties for any material GFA
holds in recent accidents w ith a view to
starting legal actions against members
and/or clubs. Clarification of GFA's legal
position is required from ATSB and CASA
prior to any more detailed reports being
made public other than short summary
accidentlincident reports in Soaring
Australia as below.
Fatal Accident
Unfortunately there was a fatal at Wahring,
Victoria, on Sunday, 8 November 2009 .
It was a single glider accident involving a Hornet and its 54-year old-pilot.
The accident occurred during the
early stages of a winch launch . The glider
apparently stalled, entered an inverted
spin and impacted the ground in a vertical dive. At some point during the launch
the weak-link failed .
ATSB did not attend . Victoria police
attended and are investigating . The chairman of the operations' panel, Peter Gray,
personally attended the scene to assist
police with their investigations and GFA
will provide further assistance as necessary.

Some Reflections
The last four-and-a-half years in the role
of GFA Executive Officer have passed
really quickly for me. I never expected to
interrupt my retirement for so long when
I started, thinking I would be in only for
six months to a year to help out the
Executive while someone located nearer
to the office was found . My motivation to
take the job was that GFA had operated
for an extended period without finding
anyone willing to do it and I could see
that communi cation with members was
beginning to suffer, because the Executive was too busy tied up doing rather
than communicating . I hope that I have
succeeded in improving those communications; I have had some welcome feedback
to lead me to believe that.
I have also seen some feedback from
people who should know better that
makes me shake my head . There is no
'closed shop'. I can assure members that
all their fellow members in the Board and
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GFA Executive Officer's Report··
the Executive are genuine people trying
to do their best for gliding in a very difficult environment. Naturally there are
some people who are easier to work with
and get on with than others. Sometimes
the job has been like herding cats. There
have been periods of 'robust debate'
about some issues, but are usually productive in arriving at solutions that can be
worked with.
If anyone has the inclination to do
better, I would earnestly encourage them
to approach their State association and
get nominated. I can 't think of any State
association that can raise more than one
or two candidates for Board members;
most nominations have to be tapped on
the shoulder to stand . Most of the GFA
departments are only too w illing to
utilise any volunteers, but only those that
can deliver what they promise; no tyre
kickers please.
Challenges for all sporting organisations in the next few years are to recruit
able volunteers to fill working positions.
At a sporting forum I attended recently,
another sporting administrator talked
about the problems associated with dealing with the current 'fast food' society,

Therma l wave
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which was explained as people who don't
want to stand in queues, don't want
to spend much in time or money, want
a good standard product or they complain loudly, and definitely don 't want
anything to do with the preparation or
washing up. That describes the environment exactly except to mention that in
addition there are other authorities at
differing levels of government that are
always defining how your product should
be delivered to people. Paid and vo lunteer working officers also at present are
mostly made up of the 'Baby Boomers'
and we are unfortunately now a diminishing resource.
Anyway, enough of that, some people
have been kind enough to be interested
to ask what I am going to do with my
time after I ret ire. Apart from spending
more time with my beloved wife Mary
and in my Hornet, I have recently revalidated my gliding instructor's rating and I
will be helping the Glider Pilot Certificate
introduction at Beverley as well as helping conduct five-day ab-initio courses,
which I have always enjoyed, as I con-

instructor and in the off season I will be
helping my good friend Glenn Hawser
at his Sport Aviation Academy at Wyalkatchem, teaching on Jabirus. So I will
be able to fill in my time with the aviation activities I love until my doctor tells
me otherwise.
I wish the new GFA business manager
every success with the new position; it will
have a lot to do with whether the sport
of gliding will grow in the future or wither away to a delightful aviation oddity.
Certainly it will be an interesting job and
I hope it provides as much job satisfaction
as I have had. I am quietly confident that
gliding will succeed .
Keep Looking and Keep It Safe!

GFA EXECUTIVE OFFICER

John Welsh
10 Merton Road, Roleystone WA 6111
Email: <EO@sec.gfa.org.au>
EO Blog now on the
GFA website under 'News' .
Mobile: 0417 945981 (Next G)

sider it is the most effective way to teach
people to fly. I am also an RAAus Senior

Photo: Shinzo Tak izawa
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Thermal Wave
Shinzo Takizawa

WE KNOW MOUNTAIN WAVE, CO NVERGENCE WAVE ,
AND SHEER WAVE - THIS IS A THERMAL WAVE STORY.

Thermal Wave (eu)

Above cloudbase the wind is often
stronger than below. With cloud
travelling almost the same as surface
wind speed, eg, surface wind of 10kt
and cloud altitude wind of 25kt, you can
imagine a 15kt wind hitting the ridge . It
is very effective.
Do not go to the top of the cloud
because it is different to a mountain
ridge. A mountain ridge is solid and

Flat ground
Figure 1

P

robably you have experienced
climbing above cu, like in Figure
1. This is normal in Australia,

however, many overseas pilots
do not know about thermal wave.
I have often wondered why we can
climb above cloud in Australia and have
come up with three reasons:
1. In many parts of the country the
terrain is flat;
2. has constant wind; and
3. powerful thermals

TH ERMAL WAVE (CU)
In Figure 1 look at circle 1: thermal climb
to cloud base.
Next move from circle 1 to circle 2:
fly an upwind direction, however, do not
follow your altitude computer data as this
tells you the wind directions below you;
we need the wind direction above us.
Before you decide to fly, carefully
read the morning weather forecast. If
the predicted wind strength is more than
15kt, remember this in your flight plan.
Observing cloud curl (on the edge) for a
few seconds and you can see the wind
direction above you . Fly from cloudbase
to this direction in straight flight, one or
10 seconds, then you can go in to circle 2,
ridge lift.
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heated by so lar energy, so you can go to
the top of this type of ridge, but not with
cloud . Before reaching the top of the
cloud, fly straight into wind again. Next,
you can move into circle 3: wave climb.
Once I had a constant five knots to
18000ft in a smooth, comfortable climb -

Shinzo Takizawa with his instructor of many many years ago,
Mrs Haruka Kise, pictured during Narromine Cup Week. Mrs
Kise is an aviation legend in Japan having represented her
country in several international gliding events. On the day this
photo was taken the pair flew close to 900km

the outside wind was 30kt.

Photo: Anne Elliott

Thermal Wave (Cycle)

THERMAL WAVE (BLUE)
Maybe you understand Figure 2 already,
as it is similar to Figure 1. Climb, as in
circle 1, ignore ci rcle 2 at this stage, and
before reaching the top of the thermal fly
straight into wind so you can move into
circle 3.
Often an experienced pilot, flying in
a blue thermal wave, can report 1000ft
higher than others; the (above) is the
reason. After reaching the top of the
thermal, this airmass descends (circle 2),
this is exactly the same as mountain lee

Thermal Wave (Blue)

I
I

Wind -+

88!~

/ CLJ VCLJ ";OOOft
I
less than 5km

More than 10km

Figure 3

wind turbulent down-blow. If you feel
turbulent down-blow during a cross-country flight don't be frustrated, smile,
because you are just beside a
good thermal.

THERMAL WAVE
(CYCLE)
In one to two octa, a small cumulus day and a distance more than
10km, we can find wave lift in
between cumulus as shown in
Figure 3.
In a day with a lot of cumulus,
Flat ground
Figure 2

more than five octa, thermal wave
doesn't work .
Happy thermal wave soaring!
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HGFA Operations/General
rent. All HGFA documents, manuals and
meeting minutes should be available to
members. Having said that, I see that for
the short-term at least, I will have a lot of
work on my plate and therefore would
appreciate any telephone calls or emails
directed to me to be brief and to the point.
I have not been involved in the
recent political upheaval within our
organisation, nor do I want to be . Any
political issues should be addressed to the
management board members. I ask that
all members remember that we share a
common love of flying; and we need to
work together to ensure the federation 's
future prosperity.

New Year's Greetings from your
recycled General Manager. It
has been over six years since
I was forced to retire from this
position due to ill health. Having
made a complete recovery, I am
very grateful to be given the
opportunity to again help steer
our organisation into the future.
I have only been back a short time
and have already identified many issues
that need to be addressed . I will do my
best to bring these up to date over the
two months remaining on my contract.
Following are a few thoughts and
policies which may give you some incite
into what I am thinking .

Communication
I believe that communication between all
flying members, committee members and
employees should be open and transpa-

Safety
Safety must be our primary focus. The
federation has, and continues to, develop
and implement safe training systems. I
note that the Safety and Ops Committee
has not met for some time, I will do what
I can to remedy this with the aim of setting and maintaining high standards in
pilot training and safety.

Compliance
The HGFA is contracted to the Civil Avia tion Safety Authority to set operational
standards in all our different aircraft. We
also have some input into the laws and
regulations under which we operate. We
are also required to make every effort to
operate within these rules and regulations. I stress that the 'HGFA' is not me,
the head office, the board, instructors or
clubs; but it is each and everyone of us.

Manager'~

Clubs
I see that clubs are the backbone of the
federation . I encourage all members to
become involved with their local club . The
role of clubs is outlined in various HGFA
manuals. Following is my summarised
view of the clubs' role .
Safety - clubs must promote safety
in operations, whether at flying sites
or airstrips. Clubs partly achieve this by
appointing Safety Officers and fostering
compliance as outlined in Section 5 of the
Operations Manual. Nevertheless, peer
pressure from fellow pilots has proven
the best way to get rebel pilots to toe
the line.
Sites - establishing and maintaining
tenure at sites. Given that most sites and
strips are on public property, clubs often
have formal agreements to be able to use
them. These agreements usually require
all site users to be insured . Any incident
which may involve injury to a member of
the public and an uninsured (non-member) pilot would likely endanger the site.
Support - assisting lesser experienced
pilots to enjoy our sports safely will maximise the chances of the new pilot staying
in our sport. This has a secondary effect
of increasing member numbers, thus minimising costs for us all.

Sport - we all are sport aviators.
Clubs can increase the enjoyment of our
sports by organising events, whether flyins or competition of various levels; and
encouraging pilots of all skill levels to
participate .
Social - in general, second to actually
flying, pilots love to get together and
talk about flying - ask any
driver! In my experience
some clubs focus primarily
on the social side, keeping
the formal part of their
club meetings brief to
enable members to spend
more time at the bar.
I know that in many
areas we do not have clubs
and many pilots fly on their
own or with a few other
pilots in their area . Safety
and compliance issues
still apply.
For now I am based at
my home office in Hallidays
Point on the NSW midnorth coast. By the time
you read this I should be
contactable by phone/fax
on 02 6559 2236 and 0417
766356.
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As I have said repeatedly in the past:
" Never sacrifice safety for the sake of
convenience " - better to make a safe
landing and have to carry your gear
or have a more difficult retrieve than

to injure yourself or damage your aircraft
trying to land in a less suitable location.
Happy landings,
Cra ig Wo rth

HGFA OPS/GENERAL MANAGER

Craig Worth
Phone/fax: 02 6559 2236
Mob il e: 0417 766 356

HGFA President's Report ······· • • • • •
The last month has seen the new
Board settling in, getting to know
each other and endeavouring to
prioritise the many issues that
need to be dealt with on a continuing basis. I'll be frank, it is
challenging, but as individuals,
I suspect, we knew it was going
to be so.
Members, I note, have many expectations of us dealing with matters, from
reducing fees, insurance, helping deal
with recalcitrant pilots amongst the many.
We are endeavouring to address these
issues as I write, so please be patient.
The HGFA, like your own life, is compli cated with competing interests at every
turn, and trying to find a balance is more
an art than a science.
A couple of issues that have been
reso lved and we are currently working
on are detailed below:

New Interim General Manager
Following the completion of Chris Fogg 's
last day of employment (30 November
2009), Craig Worth was appointed for an
initial three-month period to deal with
operational matters and assist the Board
over the next summer season .
Craig has had previous experience in
this role and long-term involvement with
hang gliding. It is the Board's intention
to seek a permanent replacement to our
previous General Manager and, as previously advised, once the Board has determined the job specification, it will advertise the position to members as well as
looking more broadly for candidates.

Fees and Funding

CIVL Meeting Attendance

John Twomey and Alex Jones have been
working on the fees and have come up
with a proposal which has been presented to the Board for discussion and implementation. The proposa l is looking at
ways to reduce the costs to members and
also ensure continuity of funding to the
States/Regions for the implementation
of local initiatives and national education
programs.

The question of funding a HGFA delegate
(Heather Mull) at the next ClVL meeting

CASA & Aerosafe
I attended a meeting with representatives
of CASA on Thursday 19 November 2009 .
Jim Coyne, Rob Glenn, Donna SteeleSmith and George Dukis (CASA) and
Kimberley Turner (Aerosafe) enlightened
me as to the vision CASA has for self-management of our collective sports. HGFA
and CASA will be co-signatories to a deed
which details what is expected of each
(with funding attached).
The principal feeling I got from this
meeting was one of cooperation and a
willingness to assist the HGFA (and individual members) to ensure our sports
are well -managed and do not pose a
threat to other airspace users or the
general public.
Aerosafe has been contracted by
CASA to help the various Sport Aviation
bodies implement Safety Management
systems through conference calls, webinars and seminars.

in Switzerland in February 2010 has taken
up considerab le time and a fair amount
of hand-wringing and anguish.
The Board, conscious of looking at all
areas to reduce costs initially, decided not
to fund our attendance at this meeting .
Subsequently, after considerable email
traffic and phone calls, the Board has now
agreed to fund this next meeting (at an
approximate cost of $5000).
I thank Heather for volunteering her
time and expertise in attending this meeting and apologise to her if she has been
offended in any way during the Board's
deliberations in this matter.
No doubt there is considerable ignorance amongst the Board and the general
membership as to the relevance of FAI,
CIVL, ASAC and other organisations that
HGFA is involved with in its capacity as a
peak body.
It is necessary for us to seek to educate
the membership as to the benefits these
relationsh ips provide to individual members and ou r organisation as a whole.
Thank you for the emails and phone
calls (good and bad) members have been
posting to the Board and forums : This is
your organisation and you have a responsibility to help run it.
Enjoy the Christmas break (if you get
one) and go fly ing!
Rob Woodward

New Board Members
Chris Drake, a successful nominee for the
2010/2012 Board, has accepted an offer
to join the interim Board to help with our
online membership rejoining system as
he has the IT skills to sort this out.
A motion for Benn Kovco (also a successful nominee for the 2010/2012 Board)
to be offered an interim Board position
is currently being deliberated and, by the
time you read this, I'm hopeful that he'll
be he lping in the area of competitions.
January 2010

Explorer LD
Why compromise?
Locally made, supported
and priced.
Improvements for safety,
comfort and simplicity.

A range of options for
you r budget and needs.
Open up new flying
opportunities.
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Contact Addresses
• • • • • • • • • •
GFA

Australian Gliding Museum
2 Bicton St, MtWaverleyVIC 3149,
0398021098.
Gliding Queensland
CI- Treasurer, 67 Glenora St, Wynnum QLD
4178,0738348311,0417762621.
NSW Gliding Association
The Secretary, 44 Yanko Ave, Wentworth
Falls NSW 2782, 02 68892733, 02
68891250, Trs: 0407 459581.
South Australian Gliding Association
PO Box 65, Millicent SA 5280, 08 8733421,
0427 977218.
Victorian Soaring Association
41139 Roberts St, Essendon VIC 3040,
03 83835340, 03 93355364.
Vintage Gliders Australia
22 Eyre St, Balwyn VIC 3103, 03 98175362 .
WA Gliding Association Inc.
59 Wellington Pde, Yokine WA 6060,
0893282511 , 0894449505.
NSW Gliding Association (NSWGA)
327 (Gliding) Flight, Australia
C/· RSheehan, 176 Macquarie Grove Rd, Camden
NSW 2570, 0427 977127, 02 46553171.
Bathurst Soaring Club
PO 80x 1682, Bathurst NSW 2795,
02 63371180 (weekend). 0427 470001.
Canberra Gliding Club
GPO Box 1130, Canberra ACT 2601,
02 64523994, 0428 523994.
Central Coast Soaring Club
PO Box 1323, Gosford South NSW 2250,
02 43639111, 02 43844074, 0412 844074.
Cudgegong Soaring Pty Ltd
CI- Matthews Folbigg, Level 7, 10·4 Smith
St, Parramatta NSW 2150, 02 96357966,
02 96357966.
Grafton Gliding Club
16 Fuller St, Mullaway NSW 2456,
0266541638, 0403088551.
Hunter Valley Gliding Club Co-op Ltd
PO Box 9, Newcastle NSW 2300,
02 95342884.
Lake Keepit Soaring Club
234 Keepit Dam Rd, Lake Keepit NSW 2340,
0267697514.
Leeton Gliding Club
PO Box 607, Leeton NSW 2705, 02 69533825.
Narromine Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2821,
02 68892733, 0418 270182.
Orana Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2821 ,
0268897373, 0418270182.
RAAF Richmond Gliding Club
RAAF Base, Richmond NSW 2755,
02 45873214.
RAAF Williamtown Gliding Club
CIO Mr G R Lee, 10 Federation Dr, Medowie
NSW 2318, 02 49829334.
Scout Association NSW Gliding
C/- Bob G Balfour, 80 Malvern St, Panania
NSW 2213, 02 96951100.
Soar Narromine Pty Ltd
PO Box 56, Narromine NSW 2821,
0268891856,0419992396.
Southern Cross Gliding Club
PO Box 132, Camden NSW 2570,
0246558882, 0417705997 (emergency) .

Southern Tablelands Gliding Club
57 Munro Rd, Queanbeyan NSW 2620,
02 62973504.
South West Slope Soaring P/L
181 Fishers La, Bendick Murrell NSW 2803,
0488531216.
Sydney Gliding Incorporated
PO Box 633, Camden NSW 2570, 0412 145144.
Temora Gliding Club
PO Box 206, Temora NSW 2666,02 69772733.
Gliding Queensland
2 Wing AAFC School of Aviation Inc.
201 Squadron Air Force Cadets, PO Box 647
Archerfield QLD 4108, 07 33324851 ,
0415 150965.
Barambah District Gliding Club
2 Yellow Gully Rd, Wolvi QLD 4570,
0754867247, 0412719797.
Boonah Gliding Club Incorporated
164 Depot Rd, Boonah QLD 4310,
07 54632630, 0408 016164.
Bundaberg Gliding Incorporated
PO Box 211, Bundaberg QLD 4670,
0741579558, 0417071157.
Byron Bay Gliding Inc
1 Old Brunswick Rd, Tyagarah Airfield,
Tyagarah, NSW 2481 , 0414 558794,
0266844244,0414558794 .
Byron Bay Gliding PL
1 Old Brunswick Rd, Tyagarah Airfield, Tyagarah, NSW 2481 , 02 66847572, 0423 787398.
Byron Gliding Club Incorporated
PO Box 815, Byron Bay NSW 2481,
02 66847627.
Caboolture Gliding Club
PO Box 920, Caboolture QLD 4510,
0418713903.
Central Queensland Gliding Club
PO Box 953, Rockhampton QLD 4700,
0749331178.
Darling Downs Soaring Club
Levell, 1 Swann Rd, Taringa QLD 4068,
0746637140, 0409507847 .
Gympie Gliding Club
PO Box 722, Cooroy QLD 4563, 07 54835380.
Kingaroy Soaring Club
PO Box 91 , Kingaroy QLD 4610, 07 41622191 ,
0438179163 .
Moura Gliding Club
PO Box 92, Moura QLD 4718, 07 49973265,
0428 360144.
North Queensland Soaring Centre
PO Box 1743, Aitkenville QLD 4814,
0500811011.
Pacific Soaring
PO Box 259, Caboolture QLD 4510,
0754994997, 0754994805.
Southern Downs Aero & Soaring
PO Box 144, Warwick QLD 4370, 0738348311 .
SA Gliding Association (SAGA)
Adelaide Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 94, Gawler SA 5118, 08 85221877.
Adelaide Uni Gliding Club Incorporated
Adelaide Uni Sports Assoc, The University of
Adelaide SA 5005, 08 88262203, 0412 870963.
Air Cadet Gliding Club
PO Box 2000, Salisbury SA 5108,
0883805137,0429805137 .
Alice Springs Gliding Club
PO Box 356, Alice Springs NT 0871,
08 89526384, 0417 530345 .
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GFA MEMBERSHIP FEES 2009-2010

Membership:
NSW
Victoria
South Australia
Queensland
Western Australia

Normal
$205
5210
5212
$210
$210

Family
5164
5169
5171
$169
$169

Student membership:
NSW
Victoria
South Australia
Queensland
Western Australia

Full
$125.50
$130.50
5132.50
5130.50
5130.50

Family
$84.50
$89.50
591.50
589.50
589.50

48 Soaring Austra lia

Short-term membership:1 Month" 3 Month"
QueenslandNictoria
557
$72
New South Wales
562
$77
South Australia
569
$84
Western Australia
567
$82
'Note: Once only purchase to Australian residents,
thereafter 12 months membership to be purchased.
International postage for Soaring Australia
to be added to membership fees:
Zone
1
2
3
4
5

Country
New Zealand
Singapore
Japan, Hong Kong, India
USA, Canada, Middle East
UK, Europe, South
America, South Africa

Price
$51
$51
$51
$74
$74
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Australian Junior Gliding Club
67 A Balfour St, Nailsworth SA 5083,
0417421650.
Balaklava Gliding Club
PO Box 257, Balaklava SA 5461,0888645062.
Barossa Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 123, Stonefield via Truro SA 5356,
0885640240,0488841373.
Bordertown Keith Gliding Club
PO Box 377, Bordertown SA 5268,
0887521321,0409693027.
Millicent Gliding Club
PO Box 194, Millicent SA 5280,
0887333421 , 0427977218.
Murray Bridge Gliding Club
PO Box 1509, Victor Harbor SA 5211,
08 85543543, 0409677677.
Northern Australian Gliding Club
PO Box 38889, Winnellie NT 0821 ,
0889412512.
Renmark Gliding Club
PO Box 450, Renmark SA 5341,
0885951422,0417890215 .
Scout Gliding Club
22 Burford Crescent, Redwood Park SA
5097,0882895085,0418815618.
Waikerie Gliding Club
PO Box 320, Waikerie SA 5330, 08 85412644.
Whyalla Gliding Club
PO Box 556, Whyalla SA 5600,
0886452619,0413127825 .
Victorian Soaring Association (VSA)
Albury Corowa Gliding Club
PO Box 620, Wodonga VIC 3689.
Beaufort Gliding Club
41 Ruby St, Essendon VIC 3040,
0431 702175.
Bendigo Gliding Club
PO Box 846, Bendigo VIC 3550, 03 54423459.
Bothwell Gliding Club
PO Box 288, Sandy Bay TAS 7005, 03 62267615.
Cloud Riders Pty Ltd
C/- 18 Wyndham St, Werribee VIC 3030,
0397413142, 0429351234.
Corangamite Soaring Club
Ku rweeton, Kurweeton Rd, Derrinallum
VIC 3325, 03 55939277.
Geelong Gliding Club
PO Box 197, Bacchus Marsh VIC 3340,
0393385925,0409212527.
Gliding Club Of Victoria
PO Box 46, Benalla VIC 3671, 0357621058,
0429 950580.
Grampians Soaring Club
PO Box 468, Ararat VIC 3377, 03 53525710,
0417514438.
Horsham Flying Club
PO Box 158, Horsham VIC 3402, 03 53823491 ,
0427 315845.
Latrobe Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 625, Morwell VIC 3840,
03 51221 081 , 0407 839238.
Mangalore Gliding Club
PO Box 208 Nagambie VIC 3608,
03 57985512,0428635717 .
Melbourne Motor Gliding Club
PO Box 278, Dingley Village VIC 3172,
0418511557.
Mount Beauty Gliding Club
Box 486, Mt Beauty VIC 3699,
0260591417, 0402075131.
Murray Valley Soaring Club Ltd
PO Box 403, Corowa NSW 2646, 02 60335036,
0400 244578.
Soaring Club Of Tasmania
34 Clinton Rd, Geilston Bay TAS 7015,
03 62437508.
South Gippsland Gliding Club
PO Box 475, Leongatha VIC 3953, 0437 454986.
Southern Riverina Gliding Club
PO Box 32, Tocumwal, NSW 2714,
0358743052,0358742914.
SportAviation Pty Ltd
Gate 10, Babingtons Rd, Tocumwal Airport,
Tocumwal NSW 2714, 03 58742734,
0427534122.
Sunraysia Gliding Club
PO Box 647, Mildura VIC 3500,
03 50257335, 0448 293927.

Swan Hill Gliding Club
PO Box 160, Nyah VIC 3594, 03 50376688 .
Tumbarumba Gliding Club
C/- Judds Engineering P/L, PO Box 5283,
Wagga NSW 2650, 0269251642, 0428251642.
VMFG
GPO Box 1096, Melbourne VIC 3001,
0402281928 or 0398486473 (h).
Wagga Wagga Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 613, Wagga Marketplace, Wagga
Wagga NSW 2650, 0427 205624.
WA Gliding Association (WAGA)
716 Flight Australia Air Force Cadets
7 Wing HQ, RAAF Base Pearce Bullsbrook
WA 6084, 08 95717800.
Beverley Soaring Society
PO Box 136, Beverley WA 6304,
08 94595719, 0437 377744.
Gliding Club of Western Australia
PO Box 6231 , East Perth WA 6892,
08 92212164, 0417 992806 (weekends) .
Morawa Gliding Club
PO Box 276, Morawa WA 6623, 08 99723022.
Narrogin Gliding Club
PO Box 232, Narrogin WA 6312,
08 98811795 (weekends), 0407 088314.
Stirlings Gliding Club
C/- Peter Hardy-Atkins, 8 Parker St, Lockyer,
AlbanyWA 6330, 08 98428816, 0408 842616.
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HGFA

All correspondence, including changes
of address, membership renewals, short
term memberships, rating forms and
other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HGFA National Office
4a-60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC
3042, ph: 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177,
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.auJ .
HGFA Operations/General Manager
Craig Worth 02 65592704, 0427 911234
<ops.manager@hgfa.asn .au>, PO Box
5071, Hallidays Point NSW 2430.
Information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
State associations, region or club.
Board Members 2008 to 2010
Pres: Rob Woodward 0408808436 < Presi
dent@hgfa.asn.au>, 38 Addison Rd, Black
Forest SA 5035.
V-Pres: Alex Jones 0897344531 <Vice.
President@hgfa.asn.au>, 1 McAvoy Rd,
AIIanson WA 6225 .
Sec: John Twomey <Secretary@hgfa.asn.
au>, 108 Osborne SI. Williamtown VIC 3016.
Trs: Raef Mackay 0408894104
<Treasurer@hgfa .asn .au>, 1120 Junction
Rd, West Burleigh QLD 4219.
Board Members:
Ray Firth 02 99854600 <ray.firth@hgfa.
asn .au>, 17 Noonbinna Cres, Northbridge
NSW 2036.
Chris Drake 0466 005967 <chris.drake@
hgfa.asn.au>, PO Box 988, Noosa QLD 4567.
States & Regions
ACTHPA
LPO Box 8339, ANU, Acton ACT 0200;
[www.acthpa.orgJ . Pres: Matthew Smith
<matt.taet@gmail.com> 0402 905554;
V-Pres: Nic Wei bourn <nic@corinbank.
com> 0422 783763; Trs: Kristina Smith
<kdsmith71 @gmail.com> 0407 905554;
Sec: Nic Siefken < Nicolas.Siefken@ausport.
gov.au> 0418 421683; Committee: Miguel
Cruz <pyro_gest@hotmail.com> 0432
987819, Andrew Luton <andrewluton@
hotmail.com> 0404 254922; Public Officer:
Barry Oliver <Barry.Oliver@anu.edu.au>
0407 825819; Meetings: 1stThu/month
730pm Yamba Sports Club.
Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.
PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936
<hgawa@hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Peter South
<ronwaysouth@yahoo.com .au>; V-Pres:
Alex Jones <aa.jones@bigpond.net.au>;
Trs: Greg Lowry <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>;
Sec: Mirek Generowicz <mgenerow@
optusnet.com.au>; Trs: Colin Brown 0407
700378, <cobrown@bigpond.com>.
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NSW HG and PG Association
PO Box 341, Ourimbah NSW 2258, [www.
nswhpa.org]. Pres: Bruce Wynne 0417
467695, <bwynne@bigpond.net.au>; V-Pres:
Nir Eshed 0423 422494, <vice-president@
nswhpa.org>; Sec: Paul Cox 0421 072897,
<coxy@ccparagliding.com.au>; Trs: Graeme
Cran 0414668424, <gicran@gmail.com>.
North Queensland HG Association
PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881. Pres: Bob Hayes
043B 710882 <rohayes@optusnet.com.au>; VPres: John Creswell 0400 122261 ; SecfTrs: Tracey
Hayes, PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881,041 B
963796 <info@azurephotography.com.au>.
Queensland HG Association
Pres: Greg Hollands <greg.s.hollands@
transport.qld.gov.au>, PO Box 61, Canungra
QLD 4275 07 38448566.
South Australian HG/PG/ML Association
SAHGA Inc, c/O PO Box 6260, Hallifax St,
Adelaide SA. All email: <sahga.exec@gmail.
com>. Pres: Stuart McClure 0428 100796;
SecfTrs: Rob Woodward 0408 808436.
Tasmanian HG & PG Association
[www.thpa.net]. Pres: Stephen Clark 0419
997550, <stephenmclark@iprimus.com.au>;
V-Pres: Pete Steane 0407 887310 <psteane@
vtown.com.au>; SecfTrs: Simon Allen 0438
086322, <simon.allen@csiro.au>. Northern
TAS info: Richard Long (Burnie PG pilot), 0438
593998, <northern@thpa.net>.
Victorian HG and PG Association
PO Box 157, Northcote VIC 3070, [www.vhpa.
org.au]. Pres: Martin Halford <president@
vhpa.org.au> 0434 427500; Trs: Rob Parker
<treasurer@vhpa.org.au> 0415 316861; Sec:
Steve Poole <secretary@vhpa.org.au> 0419
573321; 50: Hamish Barker <hamish.barker@
gmail.com> 0437 137893; Site Dev: Mark Pike
<mark.pike@baesystems.com>; Committee:
Glenn Bachelor <hangliding@netspace.net.
au>, Stephen Leak <sleak75@gmail.com>,
Julie Sheard <jsheard@ihug.com.au>, Jan
Bennewitz <jan.bennewitz@gmail.com>.

Clubs
NATIONAL
The Pica Club (National Paramotor Club)
62 Anderson Street, East Geelong VIC 3219
Pres: Andrew Shipley; V-Pres: Grant Cassar;
Sec: Jos Weemaes 02 60265658 or 0488
693788; Trs: Chris Drake.
NEW SOUTH WALES
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.
[www.bmhgc.org.au]. Pres: Andy McMurray
(PG 50) <andyonalaya@yahoo.com.
au>, 0428 866737; V-Pres: Gregor Forbes
(HG 50) <forbesy@virginbroadband.com.
au>, 0421 376680; Sec/Ed: Alex Drew
(PG 50) <dalexander@med.usyd.edu.
au>, 0423 696677; Trs: Allan Bush (HG
550) <bethandallan@bigpond.com>, 0407
814524; Camp Dir: Mark Stewart (PG 50)
<a rtik_mark@yahoo.com.au>, 0421 596345,
Comp: 2nd and last Sunday of each month.
Meetings: Contact committee.
Central Coast Sky Surfers
PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261, [www.
centraicoastskysurfers.com]. Pres: Glen
McFarlane 0414 451050 <glenbuilt@bigpond.
com>; V-Pres: Jeff Terry 0416 291545 <jeff@
survivalsolutions.com.au>; Sec: Julie Terry 0411
567825, <julie@survivalsolutions.com.au>;
Trs: Paul Cox 0417 355897, <coxy@ccpara
gliding.com.au>, SSOs: Paul Cox 0417
355897, Javier Alvarez 0418 116681 .
Meetings: 1stThu/month, 7:30pm, Erina
Leagues Club, Ilya Ave, Erina .
Dusty Demons Hang Gliding Club
6 Miago Court, Ngunnawal, ACT 2913. Pres:
Trent Brown 0427 557486, drent.Brown@
anu.edu.au>; Sec: Peter Dall 0428 813746,
<peter.dall@casa.com.au>;Trs: Michael Porter
0415920444; 550: Peter Dall 0428 813746.
Hunter Skysailors Paragliding Club
Pres/SSO: James Thompson 0418686199,
<jamesflys@gmail.com>; V-Pres: Brent
Leggett 0408 826455, <brent@flashme.
cO.au>; Sec: Albert Hart 0421 647013,
<albert.hart@bigpond.com>; Meetings: Last
Tue/month, 7pm, Hexham Bowling Club.
Illawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres:
Frank Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1@
bigpond.com>; Sec: John Parsons; 550: Tim
Causer 0418 433665 <timcau@ozemail.com.au>.
Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
[www.homestead.com/kapc]; Pres: Michael
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Porter 0415920444 <MichaeI.Porter@jllrld.
com.au>; V-Pres: James Ryrie 0261610225
<James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Mourant
02 48464144 <tully@ispdr.net.au>.
Manilla SkySaiiors Club Inc.
PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.
org.au]. Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wen ness
02 67856545, <skygodfrey@aol.com>, V-Pres:
Matt Morton <Matt.Morton@defence.gov.
au>, Sec: Suzi Smith <suzismith@hotmail.com>,
Trs: Bob Smith <bobskisan@hotmail.com>, 550
(HG) Patrick Lenders 02 67783484 <patrick.
lenders@gmai l.com>, 550 (WM): Willi Ewig
02 67697771 <skyranch@gmx.net>.
Mid North Coast HG and PG Club
Pres: Nigel Lelean 0419 442597; 550: Lee
Scott 0429 844961.
Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 64 Broadmeadow NSW 2292; [WWw.
nhgc.asn .au]. Pres: Stuart Coad <president@
nhgc.asn.au> 0408 524862; V-Pres: Dawson
Brown 0429 675475; Sec: Simon Plint 0407
613701, <SimonPlint@newcastle.edu.au>;
Trs: Allan McMillan 0400 637070; 50s:
Coastal - Tony Barton 0412 607815, Inland Scott Barrett 0425 847208, John O'Donohue
02 49549084, PG - James Thompson 02
49468680; Newsletter: David Stafford 02
49215832 <editor@nhgc.asn.au>. Meetings:
Last Wed/month 7:30pm South Newcastle
RLC, Llewellyn St, Merewether.
Northern Beaches HG Club
PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103. Pres:
Peter Rundle <sf27mz@gmail.com>;
V-Pres: Brett Coupland 0409162616,
<nbf@whirlwind.com.au>; Sec: Alexander
Drew 0423 696677, <dalexander@med.
usyd.edu.au>; CEO: Jude Ho <heyjudeho@
bigpond.com>; Trs: Steve Nagle <steve.
nagle@gma il.com>; Committee: Rohan
Taylor <rohantaylor@yahoo. com>, Graeme
Cran <crannie@ccparagliding.com.au>.
Northern Rivers HG and PG Club
PO Box 126, Byron Bay NSW 2481; [www.
nrghpgc.net]. Pres: Cedar Anderson 0429
070380 <cedar@poliglide.com>; V-Pres: Brian
Rushton 0427 615950 <byronair@optusnet.
com.au>; Sec: Maureen McEneaney 0413
166548 <maureen_mceneaney@yahoo.com>;
Trs: Paul Gray <paraluap@hotmail.com>;
550 (PG): Lindsay Wooten <Iindsaywootten@
bigpond .com>, 0427 210993; 550 (HG):
Andrew Polidano. Meetings: 2nd Wed/month,
7pm, Byron Services Club.
Stanwell Park HG and PG Club
PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508; Pres:
Peter Wennersten 0414 333393, <president
@flystanwell.com >; Sec: Nir Eshed <member
ship@flystanwell.com>; Trs: Adrian Le Gras
0400002281, <treasurer@flystanwell.com>;
M/ship: Robert Seckold <membership@
flystanwell.com>; 550: Mark Mitsos 0408
864083, <SSO@flystanwell.com>.
Sydney Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Dean Tooker <capebanks@unwired.com.
au>; V-Pres: Brett O'Neil <b0307@westnet.
com.au>; Trs: John Selby 02 93447932
<johnselby@idx.com.au>; Sec: Bruce Wynne
0417467695 <bwynne@bigpond.net.au> or
<sydneyhangglidingclub@y7mail.com>;
DevlTrain: Owen Wormald 02 94667963
<owen wormald@nab.com.au>; 50: Bruce
Wynne,-Doug Sole; 550: Ken Stothard.
Meetings: 3rd Wed/month, 7:30pm Botany
RSL, Botany.
NORTHERN TERRITORY
Alice Springs HG and PG Club
Pres: Ricky Jones 0406 098354, <red centre
paragliding@yahoo.com>, contact for paramotoring, PG ridge soaring and thermal fl ying.
QUEENSLAND
Caboolture Microlight Club
50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres:
Derek Tremain 07 33957563, <derekjo@gil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254,
<crezzi@lineone.net>; 50: Graham Roberts
07 32676662, <trike@tpg.com.au>
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 6468, Cairns QLD 4870. Pres: Bob
Hayes 0438 710882 <rohayes@optusnet.com.
au>; V-Pres/50: Brett Collier 0431 151150
<brettcollier@bigpond.com>; Sec: Lance
Keough,31 Holm St, Atherton QLD 4883,
07 40912117; Trs: Nev Akers 07 40532586.
Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275; [www.chgc.
asn.au]. Pres: Phil Mcintyre <president@chgc.
asn.au>; V-Pres: Lee Patterson <vicepresident

ALL CLUBS PLEASE CHECK DETAILS IN THIS SECTION CAREFULLY
Could all Clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details of the[r Executive
Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific attention is directed to the listing of
55 Os and 50s for the Clubs. Please ALL CLUBS and nominated Senior 50s and 50s confirm
ALL 550 and 50 appointments with the HGFA Office <office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that
those holding these appointments have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive
notices and correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required to be
endorsed by Clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the future if confirmation
is not received, those listed in the Database where no current forms or confirmation is held,
the appointment will be taken as having expired.
General Manager, HGFA
@chgc.asn.au>; Sec: Mark Kropp <secretary@
chgc.asn.au>; Trs: Brandon O'Donnell
<treasurer@chgc.asn.au>; Ed: Cameron
McNeill 0419 706326; Gen-Exec: Greg
Hollands <gem@chgc.asn.au>; 550 PG :Phil
Hystek 07 55434000 (h), 0418 155317 <sso
@chgc.asn .au>; 550 HG: Lee Patterson
0417025732 <sso@chgc.asn.au>.
Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.
'The Lagoons' Comet River Rd, Comet QLD
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>; Sec:
James Lowe 0418 963315, <j.lowe@cqu.
edu.au>; Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699,
<jaw12 @bigpond.com>; Events: Jon Wall
0427 177237, <jonathon.a.wall@team.
telstra .com>; 550: Bob Pizzey 0439 740187,
0749387607. Towing Biloela: Paul Barry
07 49922865, <prbarry@tpg.com.au>.
Conondale Cross-Country Flyers Inc.
[www.conondalexcflyers.asn.au/]. Pres: Carl
Forster 0411 135753; Sec: Denis Davis 0428
130375; Trs: Steve Stocker 0411 226733; 550
(PG/PPG) Graham Sutherland 0429 935882,
(MHG) Frank Fontaine 0408 556113.
Dalby Hang Gliding Club
17 Mizzen St, Manly West OLD 4179. Pres:
Daron 'Bool' Hodder 0431 240610, <daron@
aclad.com.au>; V-Pres: Nick Purcell 0414
779191, <n.purcell@optusnet.com.au>;
SeciTrs: Annie Crerar 041 B 711821, <annie.
bruce@bigpond.com>; 550: Jason 'Yoda' Reid
0424 293922, <jasonr@gleda.com.au>.
Fly Killarney Inc.
Pres/SSO: Lindsay Wootten 0427 210993,
<i indsaywootten@bigpond.com>; V-Pres:
Alistair Gibb 0414 577232, <l1thhour@iinet.
net.au>; SecfTrs: Sonya Fardell 0415 156256,
<s.fardell@uq.edu.au>.
Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach OLD 45B1;
<intheair@ozemail.com.au>. Pres: Geoffrey
Cole 0408 420808, 07 5455 4661; V-Pres
& 550 (HG): David Cookman 0427 498753;
V-Pres (PG): Tex Beck 0407 238017; Trs:
Gary Allen 0417 756878; Sec: Janine Krauchi
0438 701220; (HG): David Cookman 0427
498573, 07 54498573; 550 (PG): JeanLuc Lejaille 0418754157,0754863048 &
Jonathan Allen 0438 107518, 07 54748169.
Wicked Wings Club
Toowoomba & District PG/HG Club Inc, 190
Drayton St, Laidley OLD 4341. Pres: Peter
Schwenderling 0427 461347 <swendo1 @big
pond.net.au>; Trs: Richard Cook 0427 805960
<richardtc@aapt.net.au>; Sec: Troy Litzow
0448 456607 <troylitzow@optusnet.com .au>.
Whitsundays HG Club
SeciTrs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax:
0749555122, <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.
TASMANIA
Tasmanian HG&PG Ass. (see States & Regions)
VICTORIA
Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club
<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Dale
Appleton 0408 382635; 550: Rob van der
Klooster 0408 335559. Meetings: 1st Fril
month, venue see [www.dynasoarers.vhpa.
org.au].
Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 5278, South Melbourne VIC 3205
[www.melbourne.vhpa.org.au]. Pres: Gabriel
Toniolo 0407 544511, <gabriel.toniolo@
hotmail.com>; Sec: Peter Davies 0400 883155,
<pd33725@hotmail.com>;Trs: Greg Stroot
0402473113, <greg.stroot@ozonline.com.au>;
550: Peter Holloway 0408 526805, <info@
freedomairsports.com.au>. Meetings: 3rd
Wed/month, Tower Hotel, 686 Burwood Road,
Hawthorn East VIC 3123.
North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club
Pres: John Chapman 0412 159472 <chappo
252@hotmail.com>; Sec: Bill Oates 0466 440
049 <secretary@nevhgc.net>;Trs/M/ship:
Greg Jarvisy 0407 047797; SSONHPA Rep: Joe
Rainczuk 0419 875367; Committee: Barb Scott
0408 844224, Bill Brooks 0409 411791; 550:
Karl Texler 0428 385144; Meetings: [www.
hgfa.asn.au/-nevhgc/].

Sky High Paragliding Club
[www.skyhighparagliding.org]; Pres: Steve
Leak <pres@skyhighparagliding.org.au>,
0409 553401; V-Pres: Martin Halford <vp@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>, 0434 427500;
Trs: Julie Sheard <tres@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>, 0425 717944; Sec: Phil Lyng <sec@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>, 0421 135894;
M'ship: Loz Pozzani <mem@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>, 0421 389839; Nov Rep: Katy
Torokfalvy <nov@skyhighparagliding.org.
au>, 0408 150249; Web: Pete Condick
<wm@skyhighparagliding.org.au>, 0400
560653; Safety: Carolyn Dennis <safety@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>, 0427 555063;
Committee: Steve Poole 0419 573 321.
Meetings: 1st Wed/month 8pm Retreat Hotel.
226 Nicholson St, Abbotsford.
Southern Microlight Club
[http://home.vicnet.net.au/-stclub/]. Pres:
Mark Howard 0419 855850 <mark.howard@
auspost.com.au>; V-Pres: Ken Jelleff <kenj@
jelfor.com.au>; Sec/Ed: Kelvin Glare 0421
060706 <kalkat@optusnet.com .au>; Trs: Dean
Marriott <dean@ultimate.net.au>. Meetings:
2nd Tue/month 8pm Manning-ham Club, 1
Thompsons Rd, Bulleen.
Western Victorian Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.wvhgc.
com]. Pres: Phillip Campbell 0419 302850,
<campbell.p@giant.net.au>;V-Pres: Anthony
Meechan 0407 163796, <meeks65@yahoo.
com.au>; Sec: Rachelle Guy 0438 368528,
<rachelle.guy@cgu.com.au>; Trs: Richard
Carstairs 0409 066860, <rcarstairs@
optushome.com.au>; 550: Rohan Holtkamp
0408 678734 <Rohan@dynamicflight.com.
au>. Meetings: Last Sat/month, The Golden
Age Hotel, Beaufort, 7pm.
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Albany HG & PG Club
550: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556; Sec: John
Middleweek 08 98412096, fax: 08 98412096.
Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.
Secretary, 12 Hillside Crs, Maylands WA 6051.
Pres: Mike Annear 0400 775173 <mike@
mikeannear.com>; V-Pres: Eric Metrot 0407
003059<tromes@bigpond.com>; Trs: Colin
Brown 0407 700378 <cobrown@bigpond.
com>; Committee: Shelly Heinrich 0428
935462 <shellheinrich@hotmail.com>, Rod
Merigan 0439967971 <rmerigan@q-net.net.
au>, Clive Salvidge 0402 240038 <ciive@iinet.
net.au>, Julien Menager 0423 829346 <Julien.
me@gmail.com>; 50s: John Carman, Nigel
Sparg, Colin Brown, Mark Wild. Meetings: Last
Tues/month, 7:30pm, Osborne Park Bowling
Club, Park St, Tuart Hill.
Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.
[www.dustdevils.itaustralia.org]. Kalgoorlie:
Pres: Toby Houldsworth <drogue@bigpond.
com>, 0428 739956; Trs/SSO: Murray Wood
<muzeI71@bigpond.net.au>, 08 90215771;
Sec/SO: Richard Breyley <richard.breyley@
matsa.com.au>, 0417 986896. Perth: 550:
Mark Stokoe <Mark.Stokoe@health.wa.gov.
au>, 0414 932461.
Hill Flyers Club Inc.
<hillfly@tpg.com .au>. Pres/SSO: Rick Williams
0427057961; Sec/SSO: Gary Bennet 0412
611680; 550: Gavin Nicholls 0417 690386,
Mike Ipkendanz 08 92551397, Dave Longman
08 93859469. Meetings held on site during
club fly-ins at York, Toodyay.
Western Microlight Club Inc.
Pres: Brian Watts 0407 552362; V-Pres: Keith
Mell 08 97971269; Sec: Paul Coffey 0428
504285; CFI: Brendan Watts: 0408 949004.
Western Soarers
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>, PO Box 483, Mt
Hawthorn WA 6915. Pres: Michael Duffy
<iehanggliding@gmail.com>; V-Pres: Jason
Kath <jason.kath@yahoo.com.au>; SecfTrs:
Mirek Generowicz 0427 778280, <mgenerow@
optusnet.com.au>; SSOs: Shaun Wal lace, Gavin
Nicholls, Matty Coull, Rick Williams, Michael
Duffy. Meetings: See [http://au.groups.yahoo.
com/group/western_soarers/].
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GFA
NOTICE TO ALL GFA ADVERTISERS
All advertisements and payment can be sent to:
The Gliding Federation of Australia Inc/Advertising
Level 1134 Somerton Road, Somerton VIC 3062.
Ph: 03 9303 7805, Fax: 03 9303 7960
Email: <Advertising@sec.gfa.org.au>
Advertisements may be emailed in high resolution
(300dpi at 100% size) using TlF or EP5 formats.
Photographs may be provided in either photo print
or slides. Low resolution digitals are not suitable.
Photographs, slides or disks may be returned. Please
include a self-addressed and stamped envelope
for the return of any promotional material.
All GFA advertisements must be paid for prior to
publication. (Payment by cheque, money order or
credit card). Don't forget Classifieds deadline is the
25th of the month, for publication five weeks hence.
For current advertising fees, go to [www.gfa.org.au).

Single-seater Sailplanes
AS H-2S VH-GOA. In very good condition, has three
(including the 08/09) National Championships &
many 1OOOkm flights to its cred it. Zander SR940
nav/vario system both cockpits, GP940 IGC logger,
oxy both cockp its, full rigging/ground handling kit,
Comet trailer in good condition. Expressions of
interest to Paul Mander <paul@mander.net.au>.
ASW 17 VH-YKL. Complete enclosed trai ler &
instruments, now in Australia, $35000. Ph: Brad
Edwards 0427 202535 or 02 67711733.
ASW20L Very good condition. 15m winglets &
16.6m extensions. 413 flights, 1038 hrs. Full Jaxida
all-weather covers. Full tow-out gear. B50 vario
linked to Ipaq & Volkslogger, [http://picasaweb.
google.com/cleverku/20091116#J. Offers around
$50000 invited. Ph: 0420 390029 or <cleverku@
hotmail.com>.
ASW28-18 new 8/07.170 hrs, solar cell on fuse
two component paint, Borgelt B400, Xcom VHF.
Komet Euro light trailer, tow-out gear. Always
hangared, one owner, $136000. Ph: 0403 788278.
Discus BT 55 hrs TT. Solo sustainer motor 8.5 hrs.
Form 2, full panel, Borgelt Bl 00 system, coupled
GPS. Joey Slimpack parachute, tail dolly, wing walking gear. Tinted canopy with cover. New batteries,
Dittel boom mic. Winter barograph, new oxygen
equipment. Martin trailer, $95000. Ph: John HiltonWood 03 97871326, fax 03 9787 1308.
Jantar Std VH-IZT. 1750 hrs, 1000 landings. Good
clean condition. Microair radio, Borgelt instrumentation, canopy hinge. Well thought-out trailer
& all tow-out gear. Competitive Standard Class
performance at $30000. Also available: Hangar
at Lake Keepit $10000. Ph: Paul 0404 851876.
Junior 51 -1 VH-XOJ, 2688 hrs. Cambridge electric
& PZL mechanical vario. Geneva 100ch radio 2688
hrs, 2284 launches inspection. Very good condition
$18500. Ph: 03 95214942.
Kestrel 19m 44:1 (wet), 43:1 (dry), only three
prior owners, 2257 hrs, 598 landings, excellent
appearance, new National 425 parachute, nice
& easy to use factory-bui ld FRP trailer, complete
tow-out set, tail chute, fully flapped, new battery,
new Borgelt B400, new Garmin GPS 60, recently
overhauled AH, oxygen with panel mount bottle
pressure, full Mylar, fresh Form 2, 70-litre water
capacity, watering equipment, full covers set,
$23000. Ph: Paul 08 94674241.
Libelle 201 B Sn 454, VH-GCJ. Good condition,
new canopy, new panel with Borgelt vario, Flarm
& LX 20 GPS logger. New tyres, waterbag, & e/w
tow-out gear & good trailer. Also parachute & wing
covers. For more details ph: Nigel 02 66243999.
Pilatus B4, low hrs, 3D-yearly completed, new Form
2, enclosed trailer, VGc. Ph: 0419 804248.
50 Soaring Au stral ia

Two-seater Sailplanes

Gliding Publications

Duo Discus Turbo GKX. Beautiful condition 950/
40hrs. Poly paint, chutes, Cambridge 302/303,
TxP, trailer, tinted canopy, tail tanks. NZ Nats
winner. $21000. Ph: Rob Izatt 0408 016164 or
<boonahgliding@bigpond .com>.

Airborne Magazine: Covering all facets of
Australian & New Zealand modelling. The best value
modelling magazine. Now $60pa for six issues.
Plans & other special books available. PO Box 30,
Tullamarine, VIC 3043.

IS28 B2. Good condition, manufactured 1976,
instrumentation incl. Cambridge vario with repeater,
lcom 760ch radio, Flarm Nav with repeater display
in rear panel. TT 4200 hrs, 3D-year survey completed
09/06. Current C of A. Open tandem trailer, Easylift tow-out device & spare canopy, $22000. Ph:
02 60254436.

Free Flight: Quarterly journal of the Soaring Association of Canada. A lively record of the Canadian
soaring scene & relevant international news &
articles. $US26 for one year, $47 for two years, $65
for three years. 107-1025 Richmond Rd Ottawa,
Ontario K2B 8G8 Canada, email: <sac@sac.ca>.

K7 Current Form 2. 2411 hrs, 3174 landings, basic
instruments & radio. No trailer, $5500. Ph: 0424
958173 or 07 54968323.

Self Launching/Motor Gliders
ASH25M GYJ at Omarama NZ for sale immediate
delivery, with three sets of winglets, tow-out &
rigging gear, wing & tail covers, motor time 35
hrs, fully instrumented with Ilec flight computer,
Mountain high dual oxy regulator & two bottles,
two parachutes, tinted canopies & Cobra alloy
trailer, NZ$275000. Ph: +64 34098380 or <david.
mairi@xtra.co.nz>.
Grob 3 103C Twin, Rotax 505 206 hrs, 509 flying
hrs. Discus style wing LD 38:1, new PU paint, no
damage, delight to fly, Cobra trailer with hydraulic
lift cradle. Substantial reduction in price to meet the
market. Why not syndicate, say, six pilots at $22000
each? Ph: 0400 553642 or <byrongliding@gmail.
com> for details.
Dimona H36 Mark 2 TT 247 hrs. Limbach L2000
motor 212 hrs, fresh Form 2, all mods done, Borgelt
system B20-21-4, artificial horizon . Dittel radio,
headsets, new battery, Winter barograph. Nothing
to spend, excellent condition, modified propeller
system 0 hrs, $95000. Ph: John Hilton-Wood 03
97871326, fax 03 97871308.
Dimona H36 stunning climber, great soarer &
comfortable tourer. New Sauer 2500 motor. Great
value $109000. Deliver free Oz. Ph: John 0418
857509 or 02 66857509.
Katana Xtreme Motorglider (Super Dimona)
HK36TTC Nosewheel version, 115hp turbo Rotax.
Absolutely immaculate. AH, DG, Ilec vario, Winter
VSI, Winter Alt. KLX35 Nav/Com. Transponder &
encoder. Aluminium Grove undercarriage. Constant
speed prop (zero timed) TTAE approx. 225 hrs since
new. Built 1998, see pies [http://picasaweb.google.
com .au/biggreencod/Katana#], $169000 ono. Ph:
0427 127128 or <mark@spe.com.au>.
LS4 TOP. National Club Class winner plus 1000km
triangle. Self-launcher, easily removed. Complete
package, many spares. Excel lent condition. Ph:
0418 846468.
Motor Falke, great climber, great tourer, great
trainer. Jabiru 2200 motor, frame up refurbishment.
A steal at $66000. Email: <jwitham@nor.com.au>
for info.
SF25 B Scheibe Jabiru 2200 Motor Falke VHHNO, TT 2275 hrs engine, 215 before top overhaul,
32-litre tank, plus 10-litre long range tank. Basic
instruments, Microair radio, new tyres, spare prop,
etc.187kg cockpit load, A$38000. Ph: 03 95510965
or <i nfo@melbourneglidingadventures.com.au>.

General
Std Cirrus Canopy. New, still in box. Blue tint
with window fitted. Make offer. Priced to sell.
Contact: <patching@westnet.com.au>.
2010 German Soaring Calendar - once again
available from Mike Cleaver, 9 Treharne PI, Melba
ACT 2615. $55 each, plus postage ($8 NSW, $10
Vic, $11 SA & Qld, $12 WA). Ph: 0412980886 or
<wombat@netspeed.com.au > for details.

Wanted
Std Jant ar Front Canopy. <patching@westnet.
com .au>.

Gliding International: The new international
gliding magazine edited by John Roake. Special ising
in being first with news from every corner of the
soaring globe. A$60 p.a. Personal cheques or credit
cards accepted. Contact: Gliding International,
79 Fifth Avenue, Tauranga, New Zealand. Email:
<office@glidinginternational.com>.
Sailplane & Gliding: The only authoritative
British magazine devoted entirely to gliding. 52 A4
pages of fascinating material & pictures with colour.
Available from the British Gliding Association,
Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester, England.
Annual subscription for six copies £17.50.
Sailplane Builder: Monthly magazine of the Sailplane Homebui lders Association. $US29 (airmail
$US46) to SHA, c/o Murry Rozansky, 23165 Smith
Road, Chatsworth, CA 91311 USA.
Soaring: Official monthly journal of the Soaring
Society of America Inc. PO Box 2100, Hobbs,nm
88241 USA. Foreign subscription rates (annually) :
$US43 surface delivery; $US68 premium delivery.
Technical Soaring/OSTIV: Quarterly publicationof
SSA containing OSTIV & other technical papers. c/o
T U Delft, Fac Aerospace engineering, Kluyerweg 1,
NL-2629 HS DELFT, The Netherlands.
Vintage Times: Official newsletter of Vintage Gliders
Australia, edited by David & Jenne Goldsmith, PO Box
577, Gisborne VIC 3437, Membership $20 pa.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
HGFA
Classifieds are free of charge to HGFA members
up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified
per person per issue will be accepted.
Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office
for membership verification/payment by email
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, fax: 03 93362177 or post:
4a/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC 3042.
The deadline is 25th of the month, for publication
five weeks hence. Submitted classifieds will run for
one issue. For consecutive publication, re-submission
of the classified must be made, no advance bookings.
When submitting a classified remember to include
your contact details (for prospective buyers),
your HGFA membership number (for verification)
and the State under which you would like the
classified placed. (Note that the above does not
apply to commercial operators. Instructors may
place multiple classified entries, but will be
charged at usual advertising rates.)
All aircraft should be suitable for the intended use; this includes the skill level required
for the specific aircraft being reflective of
the pilot's actual rating & experience. All
members must adhere to the maintenance
requirements as contained in Section 9 of
the Operations Manual & as provided by
manufacturers. Secondhand equipment
should always be inspected by an independent person, an Instructor wherever possible.
Advice should be sought as to the condition,
airworthiness & suitability of the aircraft.
It should include examination of maintenance logs for the aircraft. It is unethical &
a legally volatile situation for individuals to
provide aircraft which are unsuitable for the
skill level of the pilot, or aircraft that are
unairworthy in any way.
January 2010
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HGFA Schools

Hang Gliders & Equipment

VICTORIA

VICTORIA

NEW SOUTH WALES
Aeros Topless 119ft', very few hrs, looks like new,
Stealth II with Combat L sail cloth, carbon battens,
etc, 29kg. Its ability to glide is truly amazing. Great
buy for small pilot. Ph: Maggie 02 66858768 or
<mclark@vnet.com.au>.
Airborne Blade Race 132 & Tracer harness (5'7"
to 6'). IntJadv HG. Suits >80kg hook-in. VG cond,
always well maintained. Rad serrated custom US
design by Allan Daniel (maroon/blue, can send pic).
Easy T/O, flies high & straight, lands like a butterfly.
Sorry to see it go. Ph: Paul 02 99403358 (Sydney).
QUEENSLAND
Moyes Litespeed SS 1S9 green & red Dacron
sail. Good condition. Good for new int pilot, $3100.
Ph: Barney 07 40941513 (Cairns).
VICTORIA
Moyes Mission 170, good cond oPh: 0415 520443.

Microlights & Equipment
VICTORIA

• • • • • • • • • • • • •

Dynamic Flight School
Specialising in:
PARAGLIDING CENTRE

Hang Gliding & Microlighting

We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely
renowned as Australia's best flying region.
Bright has been host to numerous Australian &
international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the
best, our CFI Fred Gungl (six times Australian
Paragliding Champion) has been involved in
paragliding since 1990 & instructing for over
10 years.
Courses
• Introductory & HGFA licence course
• Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
• SIV courses
• Tow courses
• XC tandem flights
• Equipment Sales
We are now conducting SIV courses.
See website for details.

~urses

~

17 Tansey Court, Trawalla3373
Phone - 03 53492845

Email-Rohan@dynamicflight.com.au
Web - wwyv.dynamicflight.com.au

Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves,
Insider helmets & various accessories.

Active Flight
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 8S44SS
www.activeflight.com.au

Bright
Victoria

Fully factory fitted out 912 UL performance trike. A host
of features incl: $6000 avionics package with built-in
GPS, permanent & heat, Microair radio, Flycom comm
box, strobe lights, three-disc brakes & more. Hands-free
cruise at 72kt, superior handling & XC abilities. IT 40
hrs. Selling to buy new ale. Replacement value $72000.
Sale price $57500. Ph: 0404 022177.

EAGLE SCHOOL OF MICROLlGHTING
established 1988

Intro and Full
Licensing Courses
Tandem Instructional
Fl ights

Airborne Streak 3 wing. Built 09/07. Set up once.
Looks brand new. Kept in darkened hangar. It has 123
hrs on it, $8000 ono. Ph: Rob 0438 394174 (Stawell).

New & Used Gliders
Harnesses
BIOS Helmets
Radios
Varios
Garmin GPS
Reserves
Flight Suits
Flying Boots
Mystic Membership

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Redback Trike, Tundra option, Wizard 3 wing. T22279, IT 137hrs. Always hangared, with VHF/UHF
radios, helmets, headsets. Sidebags & cover. A$16000
ono. Ph: 0438 683635.

Wanted
NEW SOUTH WALES
Trike up to $8000, don't mind if it needs work or
is damaged, interstate OK. Ph: Robert 0245721858,0415
806164 or <robertwb©pacific.netau> (Bowen Mountain).

Paragliders & Equipment
VICTORIA

Very low hrs, 15
Gin med. Gingo
i
harness (1 flight), Gin
Flightdeck new, Gin carabiners, Gin alu speedbar.
Suit new buyer $3950 ono.
Ph: Chris 0402 206192 or
<chlansell@gmail.com>.
PRESS TO TALK SYSTEM
PARA SUPPLY / PIT sys, PARA SUPPLY / PIT sys,
PARA SUPPLY / PIT sys, PARA SUPPLY / PIT sys,
PARA SUPPLY / PIT sys, PARA SUPPLY / PH sys,
www.parasupply.com
January 2010

Why come to Northeast Victoria
to learn with Eagle School?
• Apart from being fortunate enough to have the
most consistently reliable weather for training
in Australia . ..
• Australia's longest running Microlight school.
• Our person centred approach means that we
value feedback and individually tailor our training
methods to suit the student's needs.
• We specialise in remedial training when you get
stuck in your present learning environment.
• We are interested in seeing you achieve your
goals and make your dreams a reality.
• You will receive ongoing support after
your licence
• We aim to shape you into a safe and confident
pilot by encouraging you to challenge yourself
in a safe and supportive environment.
• If you are already a Hang Glider, Paraglider or
Glider pilot you'll learn for half price!
We look forward to assisting you to master
a new set of skills which will take you
to new heights in every respect.
NO PRESSURE SALES!!! BUY IN YOUR OWN TIME

<:nw

Feel free to contact us, we are happy to chat with you.
STEPHEN RUFFELS CFI
Mail address: 16 Hargreaves Road, Bright, 3741

100 Gavan St Bright Vic 3741
0357551753-0428352048
www .a lpineparagliding . com

(03) 5750 1174 or (0428) 570 168
email <fly@eagleschool.com.au>
look up our website:
[www.eagleschool.com.au]
download our'learn to Fly' brochure
for what's involved, plus costs.

CONCERTINA BAG
PARA
PARA
PARA
PARA
PARA

SU PPLY
SU PPLY
SU PPLY
SUPPLY
SUPPLY

/ Cocoon3
/ Cocoon3
/ Cocoon3
/ Cocoon3
/ Cocoon3

concertina
concertina
concertina
concertina
concertina

www.parasupply.com

bag,
bag,
bag,
bag,
bag,

The latest range of Kangook paramotors,
Dudek Reflex paragliders, trikes, flight decks, spares
& your reserve parachute equipment all on our
website for your inspection with prices. Ph:
Ben 0418 753220.
Soaring Australia
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NEW SOUTH WALES
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RAINBOW PARAGLIDING
APCO AUSTRALIA
Offering the full range
of APCO equipment
APCO Aviation three yearsl250 hours warranty
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique
in the industry. Customer service and
100% satisfaction guarantee.
Test centre for APCO gliders [wwwapcoaviation.comj.

APCO Australia and PWC winner
of the Serial Class 2000
Established since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based on
the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school has access
to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate in the Cooloola
National Park including Teewah and world famous Rainbow Beach. In the Sunshine State, we fly all year round,
60km cross-country flights have been achieved in winter!
FULL LICENCE COURSE - Strictly only four students per
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at your own
pace, between eight to 10 days.
REFRESHER COURSE - Groundhandling, top landing or asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with the experts.
INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR
ENDORSEMENT - We have the sites, the weather and the
knowledge.
SALES AND SERVICES - New and second-hand, trade-in,
maintenance and repairs.
YOUR INSTRUCTORS: Jean-Luc Lejaille, CFI and senior
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue
in Australia), over 2,500 student days' experience,
instructing since 1995.

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192
Rainbow Paragliding - APCO Australia
PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581
Ph: 0754863048 - 0418 754157
Email: d nfo@paraglidingrainbow.com >

NEW SOUTH WALES

HIGH ADVENTURE

Paragliding

Q

• MT BORAH, MANILLA is the one of the top 10
flying sites in the world & has more flyable days
than anywhere else in Australia. It has 4 large
launches for nearly all wind directions & easy, safe
top & bottom landings all around. Great ridge
soaring & XC all in one place. HOST of the 2007
PARAGLIDING WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS I
• YOUR CFI IS GODFREY WENNESS: The most
experienced paraglider pi lot in Australia. Over 7000
hours airtime since 1988, World Record Holder
- 335km (1998-2002), Longest Tandem Flight in
the World - 223km (2000-03), Multiple National
Records, National XC League Winner (inaugural
2001 & 2002), CFI, Instructor Examiner, Australian
Team Member, Prototype Test Pilot, HGFA Safety
& Ops Committee (PG), International Comps
Organiser, & Owner of World Famous Mt Borah.
• NOVICE LICENCE COURSES: Our famous 9 day,
live in, Novice Licence Courses, with genuine small
class sizes «6), go well beyond the minimum
requirements & include thermalling, ridge soar·
ing, safety manoeuvres & more. Over a week of
the highest quality tuition by highly experienced
pilotslinstructors, using the latest techniques
& equipment costs only 51720 (including
accommodation and 5400 equipment discount).
• THERMALLlNG, XC & OTHER TU ITION: We spe·
cialise in PG & offer personal one·on·one & group
tuition in areas such as basic skills refresher, thermailing, cross-country, SIV safety clinics, & Intermediate, Advanced, Tandem, Motor & other ratings.
• HG TO PG ENDORS EMENTS: its easier than
you think!
• ONLY QUALITY PRODUCTS FROM THE BEST
BRANDS: Importer of Advance, Flytec, Hanwag
and JDc. Stockist & service of al l equipment,
new & secondhand.
• CABINS & CAMPING ONSITE: Stay at Mt Borah
- its nice & quiet! Cabins for just S15p/n ($100
p/w) & camping 56 ($35 p/w).
So come flying with Manilla Paragliding, where the per·
son who shows you the mountain, owns the mountain!

Phone Godfrey Wenness on:

Australia's biggest distributor of
Paragliding and Paramotoring
products, all online at the best prices
See our website for more details

-

www.highadventure.com.au

(0429) 844961

www.highadventure.com.au

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Australia Wide Services
HGFA Approved Paraglider
Testing & Repairs

02 6785 6545 or fax: 02 6785 6546
email: <SkyGodfrey@aol.com>
'The Mountain', Manilla, NSW 2346.

[www_paraglidingrainbow.com]
NEW SOUTH WALES

Professional Paragliding
Tandem Introductory Flights
Paragliding Courses and Certifications
Pilot Development Clinics
Free Introduction course
Tandem Endorsements
Sales and service

Dealer for Advance Charly Flytec Icom
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd
Stanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412271404
<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au>
[www.adventureplusparagliding.com.au)
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47
Eco Watch
20
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20
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IBC
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28
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3
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39
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7
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32
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11
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25 & 37
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Soaring NZ
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Soaring NZ Calendar
BC
SportAviation
11
Swift Aviation
BC
Warren Windsports
17

• Comprehensive testing and repairs
to all paragliders
• Fully equipped service and repair
agents for:
Advance, Aerodyne, Airwave, Bio·Air, Gin,
Gradient, Mac Para, Niviuk, Nova, Ozone,
Paratech, Sky, Swing, UP
• Full written report
• Harness repair and modifications
• Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
• Parachute repacking
• Orders taken from anywhere in Australia,
New Zealand and Asia
• Prompt turnaround

Paragliding Repair Centre
93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330
Mob: 0417 776550
Email: dly@waparagliding.com >
Web : [www.waparagliding.com)
January 2010

Long and Short
Sleeved Polo

Peak Caps

Long a
Sleeved Chamb

Slouch Hats

Stickers/Badges

SALE ITEMS
E: office@hgfa.asn.auW:www.hgfa.asn.auP:0393367155:1111i11i111i11i11i1llillll....

aVioniCS
ALTAIR PRO with IGC Logger avai lable!
ALTAIR and Free XCSoar. The ultimate glide computer
Used by 4 out 5 of Australia's best Pilots . Interface with
LX1600, C302,B500 , B50 or if you want voice alarms,
and the most advanced vario available buy a Vega!
Upgrade your Altair Standard and get internal battery
backup for the most reliable system available wih
IGC approved external Triadis logger.
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Artronic V3
Remote Flarm display

ilL

- MODEL MIni Oz

~~

MiniOZ
Flarm Device. & Logger
Use it with FlarmNav
Butterfly, Altair.
PDA etc
Australian Made
Tasman V1000
Va rio with Averager
Drives the optional
FP10 va rio engine
for your PDA.
Australian Made

EW microrecorder
Simple to use &
Altair friendly
(includes ENL) .
Int. Batt. Backup

FlarmNav
Basic Nav +
Flarm Display
USB igc download
(not approved)
Australian Made

Advance orders for
SoaringNZ calendars are
being accepted now.
Thirteen high quality
photographs of soaring
in New Zealand by
John McCaw.
Designed and produced
by the team that make
SoaringNZ look so good.
A4 size pictures, traditional 12 month calendar. Would make
great Christmas gift. Easily postable. $20 including p&p
to Australia.
Available October. Email soaringnz@mccawmedia.co.nz
to ensure you get yours.
NOTE: Please email to register interest. Payment to be made by VISA.
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butterfly

..... triadis
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Hang Gliding or Paragliding ?? .. check these out
New CoMo AV from Renschler
The latest in hi-tech flightdecks
for PG and HG pilots. Options
include GPS. Solar powered
and OLC Versions

visit our website
Swift Avionics
PO Box 726. Lismore
NSW.2480
Australia
ph :02 66221666

The new ASCEN T
Variol Altimeter is
an excellent basic
varia-altimeter for
the recreational HG
or PG pilot, or as a
comprehensive
backup for comp pilots

sa les@swiftavionics.com.au

www.swiftavionics .com.au

